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In this thesis, our objective is to study the relationship between transaction price
and volume in the BTC/USD Coinbase exchange. In the second chapter, we develop
a consecutive CUSUM algorithm to detect instantaneous changes in the arrival rate
of market orders. We begin by estimating a baseline rate using the assumption of
a local time-homogeneous Poisson process. Our observations lead us to reject the
plausibility of a time-homogeneous Poisson model on a more global scale by using a
chi-squared test. We thus proceed to use CUSUM-based alarms to detect consecutive
upward and downward changes in the arrival rate of market orders. In the third
chapter we identify active periods from the number of consecutive upward CUSUM
alarms, leading to the classification of active versus inactive periods. Finally we use
One-Way ANOVA to assess the level effect on price swings for periods classified as
containing at least two or three consecutive CUSUM up alarms. We show that in
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This thesis falls under the scope of statistical surveillance in financial markets. His-
torically, Shewhart’s [1] x̄-charts provided adequate solutions, but the CUSUM stop-
ping rule, first introduced by Page [2], has become a popular detection technique that
has found a myriad of applications in mathematical finance. The CUSUM stopping
time uses the running log sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) statistic minus
its running minimum to identify change points of the distribution in a sequence of
random variables. Models and forensic tools for market trading developed using
CUSUM rules have flourished since the end of last century.
Lam and Yam [3] first implemented CUSUM techniques for technical trading
by applying CUSUM stopping rules to filter trading schemes devised by Fama [4]
and Alexander [5]. Their CUSUM trading rule was described by examining the
relationship between the threshold, h, and a reference value, k. Using observations
from the daily closing prices of the Hang Seng Index for over 20 years, they were
able to contrast the profitability of their CUSUM trading rule against the classic
filter trading rule. They showed that for increasing h, expected profits and standard
deviation in returns from the strategy also increased as number of trading cycles
fell. For increasing h/k, expected profit remained steady or fell depending on the
selection of h.
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Yi, Coleman and Ren [6] expanded on Lam and Yam’s work [3] by accounting
for transaction fees and back-testing on 20 years of Financial Times Stock Index 100
(FTSE100) closing prices as well as conducting smaller studies in emerging markets.
They confirmed that while using a sufficiently small k and h (e.g., k = 0.0003, 0.003
and h = 0.003, 0.03, 0.06) the CUSUM trading strategy was indeed profitable. How-
ever, when accounting for a 0.75% transaction fee per transaction, the total and daily
profits were none if not negative.
Carlisle, Hadjiliadis, and Stamos [7] applied CUSUM techniques to propose a
trend following strategy on 5 and 30 year US Treasury notes over 17047 ticks in 2011.
They ran a two-sided CUSUM (2-CUSUM) to detect stopping times for breaks up
and down. Similar to the work that will be presented, they identified long and short
entry points from the sign of the first alarm, and then continued buying or selling as
long as the following signals follow the trend. The period is closed when an alarm
contrary to the trend is observed. Their empirical results highlight the relationship
between the expected number of alarms and the square root of the threshold. As part
of their future work, they sought to implement models with tick data to incorporate
bid-ask spreads as well as trying to delay the beginning of trends until at least a
second alarm was observed.
Donninger [8] incorporated CUSUM rules into his previously developed Implied
Volatility Term Structure (IVTS) strategy [9] to trade S&P 500 VIX Short Term
Futures ETN $VXX with an observation period from January 2009 to July 2013.
His long term trading strategy relied on CUSUM stopping times to identify entry
points from empirically derived thresholds on his IV TS(t) process depending on the
implied volatilities of 9, 30, and 90 day VIX futures. From the buy and sell signals
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obtained from his CUSUM statistic process tested in volatile commodity ETFs and
the S&P 500, he demonstrated some profitability in this trading strategy.
Bozdog et al. [10] studied the relationship between transaction volume and the
probability of a significant price movement. They devised a method to detect rare
events with low transaction volume but high price impact. The methodology pre-
sented measured the reaction of the market to abnormal price movement by con-
structing probability surfaces for a given change in volume and test level, α. They
showed that the frequency of rare events is concentrated at market open, 30 minutes
after market open, early afternoon and 30 minutes before market close.
The objective of this work is to assess how price momentum is related to changes
in the volume of market-order arrivals. To this effect, we begin chapter two by
introducing the Coinbase exchange and our methods of accessing data. From this
data, we attempt to understand the order flow by modeling the rate of market
order arrivals using a time-homogeneous Poisson process with constant intensity λ,
estimated using a Maximum Likelihood Estimator(MLE). We then apply a goodness
of fit, χ2, test for an hour of observations to assess the validity of this model. Our
results clearly reject a time-homogeneous model as an adequate model for the arrival
of market orders globally. While a more elaborate point process model such as the
Hawkes model [11, 20] may accurately reflect the flow of market orders, our objective
is not the precise modeling of market-order arrivals. Instead we would like to predict
momentum in price from changes in the volume of market orders in real time. We
therefore resort to the field of quickest detection and use CUSUM stopping times
[12] as an alarm tool for changes in the arrival rate, λ, in real time. In particular a
CUSUM alarm occurs when the CUSUM statistic process exceeds a threshold h.
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Chapter three shows how a two-sided CUSUM (2-CUSUM) algorithm, designed
using our understanding of CUSUM processes in chapter two, was built to detect
instantaneous changes in the arrival rate of market orders. The 2-CUSUM algorithm
consists of a pair of CUSUM statistic processes, y+t and y
−
t , that are run in parallel
and a pair of corresponding thresholds, h+ and h−. In our construction we set both
h+ and h− to the common value h. The first instance when y+t exceeds the threshold,
h, is when we declare an upward alarm, and when y−t crosses the threshold, h, we
declare a downward alarm. In other words, a change is declared when either y+t or
y−t exceed the threshold h. We first use short experiments to empirically determine
the threshold, h so as to detect a 1% change in the base rate of arrival, λ0. We
then define active periods as a time interval containing a sequence of observations
for which at least two or three consecutive CUSUM up alarms are detected in quick
succession. We define inactive periods to be the complement of the active periods
bounded by the set observations.
Experiments ran over 24 hours show that active periods of short duration are
interspersed between long swathes of inactive periods. With this information, we
attempt to describe the relationship between price momentum (BTC/s), defined as
the maximum observed price minus the minimum observed price in a period (BTC)
divided by the length of the period in seconds, and the active versus inactive clas-
sification of the period. By encoding active and inactive periods with categorical
variables 0 and 1, respectively, we observed that the momentum for active periods
was larger than the momentum for inactive periods for experiments with at least two
or three up alarms. In order to examine this relationship, we conducted an Ordi-
nary Least Squares (OLS) regression with categorical predictors against our realized
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momentum. The regression returned promising estimations of the population mean
momentum for inactive periods, β0, and the level effect for active periods, β1. To con-
firm their statistical significance, a One-Way ANOVA test was performed. ANOVA
results for buy-side experiments with at least two or three alarms showed that the
mean momentum in active periods was statistically different from the population
mean momentum in the inactive periods. Results from the sell-side experiments for
at least two up alarms were inconclusive, but experiments for at least three up alarms
showed that the mean momentum of the active periods was statistically different from
the mean momentum of the inactive periods.
If these findings hold across assets traded in secondary markets with volatility
sensitive options, one could devise a technical trading strategy that sells options
short during high volatility periods identified by our CUSUM algorithm and covers
their position during inactive periods [13].
6
Chapter 2
A Model for Market Order Arrivals
In this chapter we explain preliminary aspects of the double auction Bitcoin-US
Dollar pair (BTC/USD) exchange. We describe the three types of orders and the
general structure of the Limit Order Book (LOB). We first assess the initial claim
that the rate of market order arrivals follows a time-homogeneous Poisson model.
2.1 Types of Orders
The Coinbase exchange operates using a double auction system, where buyers and
sellers can submit, limit, market and stop orders to an exchange. Orders are given
priority based on earliest submission and best price.
Definition 2.1: We define a limit order as a buy or sell order at a specified price in
USD and size in BTC.
Typically limit orders are not immediately executed, but remain on the order
book until a market order moves to satisfy the limit order, or the agent issue cancels
the order (stop order).
Definition 2.2: We define a market order as a buy or sell order that is immediately
filled at best price and size of the market making side. Depending on the size of the
order, market orders are filled at a range of price points for a given market depth.
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Definition 2.3: We define market depth as the volume of the limit orders at the
best bid.
Level 1 market data includes price and volume pairs for last trade, best bid and
best ask. Level 2 market data extends these price and volume pairs by including the
set of the top 50 bids and asks at a unique timestamp. Level 3 market data includes
price and volume pairs for all bids and asks at a unique timestamp. In this work we
only work with Level 1 market data.
Figure 2·1: Snapshot of BTC/USD Coinbase exchange’s Limit Order
Book taken from Coinbase Professional Suite(CBPro)
One can observe that the limit order book and by extension the last trade price
is affected by the random arrival of market orders. For a given state of the limit
order book, a market-buy order extinguishes a standing limit order on the ask side.
Similarly, a market-sell order extinguishes a standing limit order on the bid side.
2.2 Observing Market Orders
The Coinbase API [14] has a plethora of market observation tools. We observed mar-
ket orders as “matched orders” using the ticker channel. Messages from the ticker
channel were collected and managed using the Coinbase WebSocket feed [15], ASyn-
cIO and CoPrA [16] APIs. Observations arrived as a JavaScript Object Notation
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(JSON) objects with entries for timestamp (BTC), transaction volume in BTC, price
in USD/BTC, and the market making side buy/sell side. An example of a short set
of data is given in Table 2.1. Transaction volumes for identical timestamps were
aggregated into a single entry and stored in an array using Pandas [17]. Figure 2.1
shows an aggregation of these market orders into non-overlapping intervals grouped
by minute [18].
Table 2.1: Six recorded market order transactions collected from the
Coinbase ticker channel using CoPrA
Timestamp (UTC) Volume (BTC) side Price (USD)
03/19/2020 22:10:46 0.015439 buy 6252.08
03/19/2020 22:10:47 0.494871 buy 6255.91
03/19/2020 22:10:49 0.017539 buy 6254.72
03/19/2020 22:10:51 0.007641 buy 6254.73
03/19/2020 22:10:52 1.061969 sell 6254.72
03/19/2020 22:10:55 0.069624 buy 6255.90
2.3 χ2 test for Poisson Arrival of Market Orders
Table 2.2: Minute volume of BTC transactions arriving in non-
overlapping intervals
Timestamp (UTC) Volume (BTC) time, t (s) N(t) (BTC)
05/06/2020 07:29:00 0 0 0
05/06/2020 07:30:00 0.03460 60 0.03460
05/06/2020 07:31:00 2.4703 120 2.5049
05/06/2020 07:32:00 15.5067 180 18.0117
05/06/2020 07:33:00 3.7255 240 21.7372
05/06/2020 07:34:00 0.9043 300 22.6415
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Figure 2·2: Historical minute volume from BTC/USD coinbase ex-
change taken from Bitcoinity
For the scope of this thesis, we only examine messages from matched (market)
orders. The simplest case for the modeling the rate of market order arrivals is the
time-homogeneous Poisson process. For this Poisson process, N(t), we briefly define
it using Definition 2.4, where our market order volume in BTC, Xn, is the total
amount of BTC traded in the nth minute interval of length, t in seconds.
Definition 2.4: Consider the counting process {N(t), t ≥ 0}. It is said to be a
Poisson process with rate λ > 0 if it initializes at 0, has independent stationary
10
increments and the following conditions hold:
(i)P(N(t+ s)−N(t) = 1) = λs+ o(s)
(ii)P(N(t+ s)−N(t) ≥ 2) = o(s)
h ∈ R+o(s)← order of magnitude of error  s
We begin by modeling market order arrivals as a Poisson process with rate λ.
Therefore, in an interval of length t, the expected transaction volume in the interval is
λt. In other words there are λ orders per unit of time. A more detailed description of
how we modelN(t) can be found in Table 2.1 where we initializeN(t) asN(0) = 0 at
7:29:00 and record market orders arriving every minute. The running sum describes
the process N(t).
2.3.1 MLE Estimation of λ
In order to estimate the baseline arrival rate λ̂, we begin by the local assumption of
a time-homogeneous Poisson-like model with rate λ, where the number of arrivals of
market orders by time t is denoted by N(t). Note that in our model N(t) is allowed
to take non-integer values. With time counted in seconds, we introduce the random
variables X1, X2, X3, . . . Xn that represent the number of market orders received in
11





Xn = N(60n)−N(60(n− 1))
From Table 2.2 we can see that X1 takes the value 0.0346, X2 takes 2.4703, X3
takes 15.5067 and so on. Note that in our model X1, X2, X3, . . . Xn need not take
integer values. We recall the probability mass function (PMF) of a discrete Poisson
random variable X with mean λt:
P (X = k) =
(λt)ke−λt
k!
, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
where t is the length of the increment in seconds. In this example, each in-
crement is 60 seconds. Because the time homogeneous Poisson process N(t) has n
independent increments, the random variables X1, X2, X3, . . . , Xn are independent
and identically distributed Poisson random variables with parameter λ. Therefore,
the joint distribution of X1, X2, X3, . . . Xn is denoted as the product of their PMFs.
The likelihood function, L(X1, X2, X3. . . . Xn;λ), is expressed as






Consequently, to find the MLE for λ we differentiate the likelihood function with
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respect to λ. To facilitate this process, we take the log of the likelihood function,
l(X1, X2, . . . , Xn;λ) =
n∑
i=1
(Xi log λt− λt− logXi!) .





Xi − nt = 0.










In other words, our estimated rate of arrival, λ̂, is the total volume that has arrived
by the end of the interval (0, nt], which has a length nt, divided by the length of
the interval in seconds. Therefore our λ̂ is the rate of arrival of market orders per
second. While clearly visible in Table 2.2, we can also express our running sum of
Xi’s, as N(nt).
From our MLE estimation of rate of arrivals, λ̂, we must now validate our claim
using a χ2 goodness of fit test[19]. In this test, we assess whether the data obtained in
60 non-overlapping minute volume intervals[18] follows a time-homogeneous Poisson
model by using our MLE λ̂. We take our hypotheses to be
H0 :The rate of arrival of market orders is consistent with a Poisson process with
parameter λ̂.
H1 :The rate of arrival of market orders is NOT consistent with a Poisson process
with parameter λ̂.
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In our formulation, we estimate a λ̂ of 5.8483 (BTC/min) using the MLE presented
for 60 minutes of data. The Initial and concluding entries are in the Table 2.3
below, with the complete table in Appendix A. The observed market order volume
(BTC) is denoted by O, and the expected volume (BTC) by E, and their difference




Table 2.3: First and last entries of the χ2 table to test the volume
of market orders in 60 non-overlapping 1-minute intervals against an




X1 0.0346 5.8483 5.7793





Xn−1 1.3989 5.8483 3.3852
Xn 10.1915 5.8483 3.2253
At the confidence level α = 0.05 with 59 degrees of freedom, the critical χ2
statistic, χ2crit is equal to 77.931. The calculated χ






352.01, which is much larger than χ2crit. Thus providing sufficient evidence to reject
H0.
As a complimentary experiment, we tested whether a shorter and relatively con-
stant observation period would cause the χ2 test statistic to fail to provide sufficient
evidence to reject H0. Using a λ̂ = 2.7089 we perform another χ
2 test. The excerpt
of the χ2 table is given in Table 2.4, with the full table available in Appendix A.
At the confidence level α = 0.05 with 29 degrees of freedom, the critical χ2
statistic, χ2crit is equal to 42.56. The calculated χ






41.50, which is smaller than χ2crit; thus not providing sufficient evidence to reject H0.
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Table 2.4: First and last entries of the χ2 table to test the volume
of market orders in 30 non-overlapping 1-minute intervals against an




X1 4.3675 2.7089 1.0155





Xn−1 4.2100 2.7089 0.8317
Xn 1.6771 2.7089 0.3931
These conflicting results suggest that even if market order arrivals followed a time-
homogeneous Poisson process locally, the rate is subject to change for even slightly
longer timescales. This begs the question: What tools can one use to describe the
changing rate of market order arrivals? We move away from our initial assumption
that market orders arrive at a constant the rate of arrival, λ, and instead turn to the
field of quickest detection to create a tool that detects consecutive changes in λ, in
real time.
In the following section we will introduce the log sequential probability ratio test
(SPRT), the One-sided and Two-sided CUSUM (2-CUSUM) algorithms to identify
change times, ν, for upward or a downward change in the rate of arrival.
2.4 Real Time Detection of Instantaneous Changes in the
Rate of Arrival of Market Orders
In this section, we proceed from our initial MLE for λ to identify some unknown time,
ν, ν = 1, 2, . . . ≤ n, when our sequence of market order arrivals, X1, X2, X3, . . . , Xn
goes from a base rate λ0 to an increased rate of arrival λ1. In the next two subsections
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we will introduce the likelihood ratio test and the log sequential probability ratio
test (SPRT). In the third subsection we will apply ideas from previous subsections
to describe CUSUM stopping rules.
2.4.1 The Likelihood Ratio Test for a Constant Collection of Random
Variables
Let X1, X2, X3, . . . , XM denote a collection of M independent and identically dis-
tributed time-homogeneous Poisson random variables arriving at rate λ in incre-
ments of length t. Their joint probability density function (PDF) is f . We de-
fine the probability density function under H0 : f = f0, and the probability den-
sity under H1 : f = f1, where f0 is the joint density of the random variables,
X1, X2, X3, . . . , XM , with rate λ0, and f1 is the same joint density but with rate λ1.
The likelihood ratio is given by
L(X1, X2, X3, . . . , XM) =
L(f1(X1, X2, X3, . . . , XM))









The Neyman-Pearson Lemma states that the most powerful test at a level, α, is the
ratio of the likelihood function underH1,  L(f1(X1, X2, X3 . . . , XM)), by the likelihood
function under H0,  L(f0(X1, X2, X3 . . . , XM)). For some constant threshold, h > 0,
we fail to reject H0 if the likelihood ratio, L(X1, X2, X3 . . . , XM), is computed to be
less than h, and reject H0 if L(X1, X2, X3 . . . , XM) is larger than h.
The limitation of the likelihood ratio test is that it assumes a constant sample
size, M . Our objective is still to detect the first random variable, Xn, from a running
sample size Xn−1 that arrives at an increased rate λ1. In effect, we must try to extend
the likelihood ratio test for a potentially infinite sequence of market order arrivals.
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2.4.2 The Sequential Probability Ratio Test
Consider X1, X2, X3, . . . , Xn to be a potentially infinite sequence of random variables.
These random variables represent the total volume of market order arrivals observed
in an interval length t, in seconds. Each random variable is the total volume of
market order arrivals are that arrive in i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n stationary non-overlapping
intervals of length ∆t, such that
∑n
i=1 ∆ti = t and therefore are independent and
identically Poisson distributed with a rate λ. The running sum of all arrivals in the
interval length t is described as N(t) and λ = N(t)/t. Similar to the likelihood ratio
test, we are testing the hypotheses H0 : λ = λ0 against H1 : λ = λ1, with λ0 < λ1.
We seek to find the first X such that the likelihood ratio, L(X1, . . . , Xn), either
exceeds the threshold, B, to provide sufficient evidence to reject H0 or falls below a
threshold A to fail to reject H0. For observations between the thresholds, we must
continue sampling. The likelihood ratio is
L(X1, . . . , Xn) =
L(X1, . . . , Xn;λ1)
















The log of L(X1, . . . , Xn) can again provide a more approachable representation
of the ratio of the joint PDF as a running sum, rather than their product. In addition,
logL(X1, . . . , Xn) implies that if the running sample population were to be equally
distributed between the two distributions, their likelihood ratio would be equal to 1,
resulting in a log of 0. We can conveniently set logA equal to 0. The log likelihood









Xi + (λ0 − λ1)t < b = logB.
We can again take our running sum of market orders arriving by time t,
∑n
i=1Xi,
to be N(t). Thus revealing that the log SPRT is a stochastic process that is linearly
dependent on our original Poisson process N(t). Therefore, the log SPRT process to
test parameter λ at time t, is ut(λ). The log SPRT is concisely stated:





+ (λ0 − λ1)t ≤ b.
There are two important features of ut. The first, is that ut contains an as-
sumed time-homogeneous Poisson process, N(t). Therefore, random variables in
sub-intervals of length ∆t > 0 are also Poisson distributed with parameter λ. The
second, is outside of an increment, ∆ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where there is a market order
arrival, only t(λ0−λ1) contributes to ut. Algorithm 1 summarizes this perspective.
Algorithm 1 identifies the stopping time, τ , as the first n when either ut < 0 or
ut > b. To have our test continue until the first Xn that makes ut > b we will need
to leverage the renewal property of N(t) by using CUSUM procedures.
2.4.3 One-sided CUSUM Stopping Time
Consider again our sequence of random variables X1, . . . , Xn. To identify when there
is a change in the rate of market order arrivals, λ, we suppose that for some ν =
1, 2, . . . ≤ n, the random variables X1, . . . , Xν−1, arrive with rate λ0 and Xν , . . . , Xn
arrive with rate λ1. We define λ1 = (1 + ε)λ0, where ε is some small, R+. We use the
log SPRT to test a sequence of hypotheses Hν with the goal of at least one Hν being
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Algorithm 1: SPRT statistic algorithm
Result: Stopping time, τ , is determined
Initialize: N(0)← 0, n← 1, τ ← 0, t← 0 ;













if ut < 0 then




accepted. We can test any one Hν against H0 by shifting the index, i, of the log
likelihood ratio test to exclude the Xi’s that have been found to be distributed with




























We seek to minimize the difference between the stopping time τ and when the
true change occurs. In other words, we would like to maximize the difference between
the log likelihood ratio of the whole sample set and the log likelihood ratio of the
sub-sequence of observations, X1, . . . , Xν−1, that are distributed with parameter λ0.
Note that before the change occurs, i.e. X1, . . . , Xν−1, each arrival would drive the
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SPRT process, ut, to a new minimum, mt(λ) = inf
0≤s≤t














= ut(λ)−mt(λ) = yt(λ).
Concisely, the CUSUM statistic process, yt, is defined as SPRT statistic process,
ut, minus its running minimum, mt [21]. The corresponding one-sided CUSUM
stopping time, τ , for identifying a small (1 + ε), ε ∈ R+ increase in λ0 is defined as
follows:
Definition 2.5 Let {N(t)}t≥0 be a Poisson process assumed to be distributed with
test parameter λ. We take λ0 ∈ R+, λ1 = (1 + ε)λ0, and h ∈ R+. To identify the
stopping time, τ , we define the following processes:





− tε;mt(λ) = inf
0≤s≤t
us(λ)
2.yt(λ) = ut(λ)−mt(λ),which is the CUSUM statistic process.
3.τ = inf{t ≥ 0; yt(λ) ≥ h},which is the CUSUM stopping time.
By taking advantage of the renewal property of yt, we in effect take a sequence
of log SPRTs, that are reinitialized whenever a new minimum is established. The
One-sided CUSUM algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
With live market data, we apply the MLE for our base rate λ0 by defining our ini-
tial estimation interval, (0, t0] in seconds. We then divide the sum of all observations
in the estimation interval by the length of the interval, t0, in seconds. Starting from
the end of the interval we initialize the processes ut, mt, and yt. A numerical example
of the CUSUM algorithm is given in Table 2.5. We see that mt progressively gets
smaller with small market orders of < 1 BTC. However, upon the arrival of a larger
order of > 5 BTC, we clearly see the rate of arrival being affected, resulting in an
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Algorithm 2: One-sided CUSUM statistic algorithm
Result: Stopping time, τ , is determined
Initialize: ut ← 0, t0 ← 0,mt ← 0, yt ← 0 ;
while yt < h do
collect (Xi, ti) ;





+ (ti − ti−1)(λ1 − λ0) ;
ut += ∆ut;
mt ← min{ut,mt−1};
yt ← ut −mt;
end
τ ← ti;
up alarm being declared.
The One-sided CUSUM test provides a method to detect when there is an instan-
taneous change from a base rate of arrival, λ0, to an increased rate, λ1. To detect
changes in either direction simultaneously we will need to use a Two-sided CUSUM
(2-CUSUM).
2.4.4 Two-sided CUSUM Stopping Time (2-CUSUM)
The 2-CUSUM runs two One-sided CUSUMs in parallel, where the process y+t detects
changes to an increased rate of arrival λ+1 , and the process y
−
t detects changes to a
decreased rate of arrival λ−1 . The stopping time, τ , is declared at the earliest t when
either y+t or y
−
t cross the threshold, h. The procedure is concisely summarized in
Definition 2.6.
Definition 2.6 Let {N(t)}t≥0, λ0 ∈ R, λ+1 = (1 + ε)λ0, λ−1 = (1 − ε)λ0, h ∈ R+
define the following processes:









Table 2.5: One sided CUSUM algorithm for an upward alarm from
λ0 = 0.07242(BTC/s) to λ0 = 0.07315(BTC/s), λ1 = (1 + 0.01)λ0,
h = 0.05
i t ti − ti−1 Volume N(t) ut mt yt Alarm
(s) (s) (BTC) (BTC) (E − 03) (E − 03) (E − 03) (Y/N)
0 33 N/A 0 0 0 0 0 N
1 35 2 0.1389 0.1389 −0.065 −0.065 0 N
2 37 2 0.0769 0.2158 −0.749 −0.749 0 N
3 42 5 0.0134 0.2292 −4.24 −4.24 0 N
4 43 6 0.0039 0.2331 −8.54 −8.54 0 N
5 44 1 0.0135 0.3681 −9.13 −9.13 0 N
6 47 3 0.1620 0.5301 −9.69 −9.69 0 N
7 49 2 5.6226 6.1527 44.80 −9.69 54.49 Y





+ tε;m−t (λ0) = inf
0≤s≤t
u−s (λ0)
3.y+t (λ0) = u
+
t (λ0)−m+t (λ0), which is the CUSUM statistic process
to detect an upward alarm
4.y−t (λ0) = u
−
t (λ0)−m−t (λ0), which is the CUSUM statistic process
to detect a downward alarm
5.τ = inf{t ≥ 0; y+t (λ0) ∨ y−t (λ0) ≥ h},which is the CUSUM stopping time
We define the detection of a change from λ0 to some larger λ
+
1 = λ0(1 + ε) as an
upward (up) alarm, the first time y+t > h. We note the stopping time as τ
+, and set
a new λ0 = λ
+




t , and the SPRT statistic processes,
u+t , u
−
t are reset to 0 and the detection scheme is reinitialized.
Conversely, the first time y−t > h, we declare a downward alarm for the detection
of a change from λ0 to some smaller λ
−
1 = λ0(1− ε). When a downward(down) alarm
occurs, we note the stopping time as τ−, and set a new λ0 = λ
−
1 . The detection
scheme is again reinitialized in the same manner as before. The 2-CUSUM algorithm
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is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Two-sided CUSUM statistic algorithm(2-CUSUM)
Result: Stopping time, τ+ or τ−, is determined
Initialize:
global variables τ ← 0, t0 ← 0, ;
y+ variables u+t ← 0,m+t ← 0, y+t ← 0;
y− variables u−t ← 0,m−t ← 0, y−t ← 0;
while y+t ∨ y−t < h do
collect (Xi, ti) ;
Compute y+t ;









m+t ← min{u+t ,m+t };
y+t ← u+t −m+t ;
Compute y−t ;









m−t ← min{u−t ,m−t };
y−t ← u−t −m−t ;
end





A numerical example using market order data of the 2-CUSUM algorithm is
shown in Table 2.6. We detect an up alarm upon the arrival of a large(> 10 BTC)
market order and an alarm immediately after for a smaller, 1.061 BTC, market order.
After each alarm, an entry is added to reset the processes. One can also note that
3 up alarms were detected less than 2 seconds apart. This pattern suggests that
23
by taking a sequence of upward alarms, we can identify periods of increased market
order arrivals. In the next chapter, we will show how to apply the 2-CUSUM to
detect periods of increased market order arrivals.
24
Table 2.6: Two-sided CUSUM algorithm for an upward alarm from
λ0 = 0.00366(BTC/s) to λ
+
1 = (1.01)λ0 and a downward detection to



































































































































































































































































































































































































































In this chapter we implement detection schemes developed in chapter two in the
BTC/USD Coinbase exchange. We develop a method that tracks the sequence of
up alarms to identify active periods. Experiments were initially run for 1 hour to
empirically identify an appropriate level for the threshold h. A full scale experiment
was run for 24 hours. From our observations we demonstrate a relationship between
price swings and classification of active versus inactive periods. Full scale images
discussed in this chapter can be found in Appendix A.
3.1 Short Experiments - Empirical Threshold Identification
From our initial implementation of the 2-CUSUM algorithm at the end of chapter 2,
we noticed that certain large transactions may set off an up alarm, thus indicating
a change in the rate of market order arrivals. As seen in Figure 3.1 (a), there are
long periods of low volume transactions of < 1 BTC, and then the sudden arrival of
a large market order of > 10 BTC. In some instances, after a large market-buy order,
a smaller, but still relatively large buy order is made in quick succession. However,




Figure 3·1: Two-sided CUSUM processes for buy(a) and sell(b) sides,
under set with last transaction volume (BTC)
order is observed.





defining λ+1 = λ0(1 + ε) and λ
−
1 = λ0(1− ε). From our observations of the 2-CUSUM
algorithm in Figure 3.1 where ε = 0.01, the threshold, h, was empirically set to
0.075 to declare an alarm upon the arrival of a large market order on either side.
3.2 Defining Active and Inactive Periods
Let our market orders, O, be a tuple of random variables ordered by arrival time,
ti, i ∈ N0. Let the ith element in O be an ordered pair containing transaction volume
as the random variable, Xi, and its arrival time, ti. As discussed in Chapter 2, we
take an observation and compute y+t , y
−
t , where alarms were defined as the stopping
time τ = inf{t ≥ 0; y+t (λ) ∨ y−t (λ) ≥ h}. We classified these stopping times as up
alarms τ+ = inf{t ≥ 0; y+t (λ) ≥ h}, and down alarms as τ− = inf{t ≥ 0; y−t (λ) ≥ h}.
We can now define the nth active period, An, as a member in the set of active
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periods, A. A = {An, n ∈ N}, which is a disjoint subset of the observation set, O.
We initially defined An as a tuple containing the sequence of consecutive observa-
tions, (Xi, ti), that fall in the interval that begins when an initial up alarm has been
detected, denoted by τ+1 . The interval continues if a second up alarm τ
+
2 is detected
shortly thereafter. The difference in the global time (i.e. outside of our algorithms)
between these two alarms is taken as T = τ2 − τ1, in seconds. Using the index
j, j = 1, 2, . . . we update T to be the time elapsed between the last two up alarms,
T = τ+j − τ+j−1. After j up alarms, the active period is punctuated by the detection
of a down alarm, τ−, or the passing of a T length of time without the detection of
another alarm.
Under this definition, we may fail to adequately capture the beginning of the
active period, An. To compensate, the active period is expanded backwards in time
to the last observation, (Xi, ti), that falls within the minimum length of time, D or
T . Where D is the length of time between when either y+t or y
−
t was last 0 and the
first up alarm, τ+1 .
The definition of the set of inactive periods, I, is more straightforward. We take
I to be the complement of the active periods over O. I = {Ac ⊂ O}. Given that
inactive periods are defined to be the observations excluded from the active periods,
we can conveniently call the mth inactive period Im, and I = {Im,∀m ∈ N}. We can
alternatively describe our observation set, O, can as the disjoint union of the active
periods, A, with the inactive periods I; O = I ∪̇ A. Figure 3.2 illustrates the above
definition by shading the active periods in red, and the inactive periods in green.
With these definitions, we can begin to examine whether there are fundamental
differences between these two classifications of periods.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3·2: Overlay of total of 3-5 active(red) and inactive(green)
periods for buy(a) and sell(b) side CUSUM experiments with at least
2 consecutive up alarms against
i. CUSUM statistic processes (top)
ii. BTC-USD last trade price (USD/BTC) (middle)
iii. Last trade volume (BTC) (bottom)
3.3 24 hour Experiments in Classifying Active versus Inac-
tive Periods
Herein we show results from experiments ran over 24 hours to classify active and
inactive periods on both the buy-side and sell-side. As shown in Figure 3.3, clas-
sifications of active periods(red) of at least 2 consecutive up alarms, and inactive
periods(green) appear to be much longer than active periods. This suggests that
there are only short bursts where the rate of market order arrival is increased before
settling back to some baseline rate. We can assess whether increasing the minimum
number of consecutive up alarms to 3 leads to a more pronounced price swing. Re-
sults from Figure 3.4 show fewer active periods than in Figure 3.3. It can also
be observed that with the reduction in total periods, the mean length of the in-
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active periods grows while the length of active periods remains fixed. With these
preliminary descriptions about our active and inactive periods, we can now examine
the relationship between BTC-USD price momentum and the classification of the
periods.
(a) (b)
Figure 3·3: Overlay of active(red) and inactive(green) periods for
buy(a) and sell(b) side CUSUM experiments with at least 2 consecu-




Figure 3·4: Overlay of active(red) and inactive(green) periods for
buy(a) and sell(b) side CUSUM experiments with at least 3 consecutive
alarms against BTC-USD last trade price (USD/BTC) over 24 hours
3.4 Predicting Price Momentum in Active versus Inactive
Periods
In Section 3.2, from a collection of observations, O, we described the set of active
periods, A, and its members, An, n ∈ N. We also described the set of inactive
periods, I, and its members Im,m ∈ N. Shading our periods red for active periods
and green for inactive periods in Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, and Figure 3.4, suggests
that price swings (momentum) were more pronounced during active periods. We
now seek to determine whether the presence of an active period is associated with an
increased price momentum.
3.4.1 Active/Inactive Periods as Categorical Predictors
We formalize our ad-hoc definition of price momentum using Definition 3.1.
Definition 3.1: Price Momentum, Let S = {(Xi, ti),∀i ∈ N0}. In other words the
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set, S, is a collection of observations corresponding to an active or inactive period.
Momentum, M : S → R+, is a transformation on the set S to a positive real number,
R. Momentum (in BTC/s) is defined to be the difference between the largest and





Xn)/(t0 − tn) ,
(a) (b)
Figure 3·5: Categorical data for active(1), and inactive(0) periods
against momentum for buy(a), and sell(b) side momentum experiments
with at least 2 consecutive up alarms
As shown in Figure 3.5, we encode active periods as 1 and inactive periods as 0
on the x-axis, and plot each period’s momentum on the y-axis. Upon inspection of
Figure 3.5(a), one can infer that active periods show a higher price momentum than
inactive periods. However, in Figure 3.5(b) the inference cannot be suggested as
the observed momentums for both periods are similar with the exception of a single
active period observation. Repeating the experiment for 3 consecutive up alarms,
Figure 3.6 shows that the momentum appears to be increased for active periods in
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(a) (b)
Figure 3·6: Categorical data for active(1), and inactive(0) periods
against momentum for buy(a), and sell(b) side momentum experiments
with at least 3 consecutive up alarms
experiments on both buy-side(a) and sell-side(b). We can now attempt to predict
momentum from our classification by performing an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
regression of our categorical predictors against our observed momentums.
3.4.2 Regression Model with Categorical Predictors
We take an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression using categorical predictors[22].
Encoding inactive periods as 0, and active periods as 1, our regression becomes:
E [M ] = β0 + β1x1.
For Inactive Periods, encoding = 0 For Active Periods, encoding = 1
M0 = β0 + β1 ∗ 0 M1 = β0 + β1 ∗ 1
M0 = β0 M1 = β0 + β1
We take the average of the realized momentums for inactive periods, E[M0], as
the intercept from the regression, β0. We then take the realized average of the
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momentums for active periods, E[M1], as the intercept, β0, plus the level effect, β1.
Estimations of β0 and β1 from our OLS regression are shown in the Table 3.1 below.
Table 3.1: OLS Regression Slope β1 and Interceptβ0 for momentum
experiments
Market Side No. of Alarms β0 β1
Buy 2 0.542 3.444
Sell 2 0.479 25.203
Buy 3 0.417 2.517
Sell 3 0.115 5.334
We observed that the mean momentum for inactive periods, β0, for both buy
and sell-side experiments requiring either two or three consecutive alarms remained
below 1 BTC/s. However, the mean momentum, β1+β0, for active periods showed an
increasing effect size, β1, ranging from 2.517 BTC/s to 25.203 BTC/s. To assess the
claim of we have made about the observed effect sizes, we use a One-Way analysis of
variance (One-Way ANOVA) to determine whether there is statistical evidence that
the momentums in the group of inactive periods, encoded 0, is statistically different
from the momentum’s in the group of active Periods, encoded 1.
3.4.3 One-Way ANOVA of Regression Model
The One-Way ANOVA test assumes normality within each groups observations. Be-
fore we can proceed to test our observations using the One-Way ANOVA, we must
first reasonably satisfy the assumption of normality. Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plots
shown in Figure 3.7 through Figure 3.10 were prepared for active and inactive
momentum data against a normal distribution.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3·7: Q-Q Plot for inactive(a) and active(b) Periods for buy-
side momentum experiments with at least 2 consecutive up alarms
against a Normal distribution
(a) (b)
Figure 3·8: Q-Q Plot for inactive(a) and active(b) periods for sell-side
momentum experiments with at least 2 consecutive up alarms against
a Normal distribution
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Figure 3.7(a) shows that for buy-side experiments where active periods were
declared after two consecutive up alarms, there were many inactive periods where
the observed momentum was near 0 BTC/s, and eight observations with momentums
above 2 BTC/s. Figure 3.7(b) shows a similar Q-Q plot to Figure 3.7(a), but with
more observations following the regression line(red), implying that the active period
observations were more normally distributed.
Figure 3.8(a) shows that for sell-side experiments where active periods were
declared after two consecutive up alarms, there were many inactive periods where
the observed momentum was near 0 BTC/s, and five observations with momentums
above 2 BTC/s. Figure 3.8(b) contained an outlying observation with a momentum
exceeding 1500 BTC/s with all other observations staying close to the 0-10 (BTC/s)
range.
(a) (b)
Figure 3·9: Q-Q Plot for inactive(a) and active(b) periods for buy-
side momentum experiments with at least 3 consecutive up alarms
against a Normal distribution
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(a) (b)
Figure 3·10: Q-Q Plot for inactive(a) and active(b) periods for sell-
side momentum experiments with at least 3 consecutive alarms against
a Normal distribution
For buy-side experiments where active periods contained at least three consecu-
tive up alarms, Figure 3.9(a), showed that the Q-Q plot for inactive periods had a
similar fit to the Q-Q plot from buy-side experiment with two alarms, Figure 3.7(a).
Figure 3.9(b) showed that for buy-side experiments, the observed momentums for
active periods were nearly normally distributed with the exception of 4 out of 40
total observations.
For sell-side experiments where active periods contained at least three consecutive
up alarms, Figure 3.10(a) showed that the Q-Q plot for inactive periods loosely fits
the normal distribution. Similar results were observed in Figure 3.10(b).
Q-Q plots from Figure 3.7 through Figure 3.10 show that momentum is largely
right skewed. As a result, we can only loosely provide evidence to satisfy the assump-
tion of normality for the One-Way ANOVA. We proceed to examine the slope, β1,
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and intercept, β0, from our OLS regression. We test the population mean of the
group encoded 0, E [M0] = β0, against the population mean of the group encoded
1, E [M1] = β0 + β1 [23]. We take our Hypotheses as H0: there is no level effect in
momentum from being classified as an active periods compared to being classified
as an inactive period; and H1: There is a level effect from being classified in an
active period compared to being classified as an inactive period. In other words,
H0 : β1 = 0, and H1 : β1 6= 0.
Table 3.2: One-Way ANOVA of buy-side momentum for active peri-
ods with at least 2 consecutive up alarms
SUMMARY
Groups Count Sum Average VAR.S
0 124 200.986 0.5422 1.621
1 123 2944.891 3.986 23.942
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MSS F F-crit
Between Groups 732.445 1 732 57.043 3.877
Within Groups 3145.878 245 12.840
Total 3878.322
Table 3.3: One-Way ANOVA of sell-side momentum for active peri-
ods with at least 2 consecutive up alarms
SUMMARY
Groups Count Sum Average VAR.S
0 91 151.812 0.479 1.668
1 90 2.551 E 06 25.682 2.834 E 04
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MSS F F-crit
Between Groups 2.874 E 04 1 2.874 E 04 2.017 3.894
Within Groups 2.551 E 06 179 1.425 E 04
Total 2.580 E 06
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Table 3.2 shows that for buy-side experiments of sample size (n = 247), where
the active period was defined to have at least two consecutive up alarms; the One-
Way ANOVA results in an F statistic, F, of 57.043. The computed F statistic was
greater than the 3.877 critical value using (1,245) degrees of freedom, F-crit. Thus,
providing enough evidence to reject H0 at the α = 0.05 confidence level. Table
3.3 shows that for sell-side experiments of sample size (n = 181), where the active
period was defined to have at least two consecutive up alarms; the One-Way ANOVA
resulted in an F of 2.017. The computed F statistic was less than the F-crit of 3.894,
using (1,179) degrees of freedom. Thus, failing to provide sufficient evidence to reject
H0 at the α = 0.05 confidence level.
Table 3.4: One-Way ANOVA of buy-side momentum for active peri-
ods with at least 3 consecutive up alarms
SUMMARY
Groups Count Sum Average VAR.S
0 41 53.204 0.417 1.299
1 40 281.868 2.933 7.047
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MSS F F-crit
Between Groups 128.216 1 128.216 30.226 3.962
Within Groups 335.109 79 4.242
Total 463.325
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Table 3.5: One-Way ANOVA of sell-side momentum for active peri-
ods with at least 3 consecutive up alarms
SUMMARY
Groups Count Sum Average VAR.S
0 20 0.350 0.115 0.018
1 19 0.980.989 5.550 51.631
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MSS F F-crit
Between Groups 277.266 1 277.266 10.454 4.105
Within Groups 981.339 37 26.523
Total 1258.604
Table 3.4 shows that for buy-side experiments of sample size(n = 81), where
the active period was classified to have with at least three consecutive up alarms;
the One-Way ANOVA resulted in an F of 30.226 which was greater than the 3.962
F-crit, using (1,79) degrees of freedom. Thus, providing enough evidence to reject
H0 at the α = 0.05 confidence level. Table 3.5 shows that for sell-side experiments
of sample size (n = 39), where the active period was classified to have at least three
consecutive up alarms; the One-Way ANOVA resulted in an F of 10.454, which was
greater than the 4.105 F-crit with (1,37) degrees of freedom, F-crit. Thus, providing
enough evidence to reject H0 at the α = 0.05 confidence level.
From our results from the One-Way ANOVA test, there is indeed a
statistically significant difference between the momentums of active pe-
riods and inactive periods. Implications of such a result may be of interest for
high frequency trading (HFT) strategies and as a feature to consider when simulating
market order arrivals.
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3.5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter we implemented 2-CUSUM algorithms developed in chapter 2 to
detect instantaneous changes in the rate of market order arrivals. We defined ac-
tive periods as a collection of sequential observations that contained at least two or
three consecutive CUSUM up alarms in quick succession and inactive periods as the
complement of active periods bounded by the observation set. We then assigned a
categorical encoding of theses two types of periods to predict the momentum in a
period from its encoding. After checking the normality assumption using Q-Q plots,
we finally justified the level effect, β1, by verifying the statistical significance between
the two population means using a One-Way ANOVA test.
As concisely summarized in Table 3.1, the OLS regression showed that there was
a 3.444 BTC/s increase in momentum for active periods over inactive periods with
at least two consecutive up alarms on the buy-side. Table 3.3 showed that there
was insufficient evidence to differentiate between the momentums of active versus
inactive periods in sell-side experiments with at least 2 consecutive up alarms. For
active periods with at least 3 consecutive up alarms, there was an increase of 2.517
BTC/s, and 5.334 BTC/s on the buy-side and sell-side respectively.
While these results are promising, the current classification scheme would need
to be modified in such a way that it does not classify the beginning of an active
period retroactively. Experiments would need to be done to determine whether a
statistically significant increase in momentum is observed when the active period
begins on the second up alarm. Another limitation of the 2-CUSUM alarm scheme is
that it assumes that there is no relationship between the rate of market order arrivals
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on the buy and sell sides. In future works we can try associating the encoding of a
period with an increase in the spread between the best bid price, Pbest bid, and best
ask price, Pbest ask, where one could use the current model for identifying active versus
inactive periods and associate the encoding 1 with an increased spread momentum.
Spread momentum would be defined as the difference between the maximum spread
in a period (USD/BTC) minus the minimum spread in the period, divided by the
length of the period in seconds. A more direct approach would be to develop a
CUSUM stopping time algorithm to detect changes in the spread. However, this
would require proposing a compatible model for rate of change in spreads as the
result of the arrival of market orders, limit orders, and canceled orders.
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Time O E ((O-E)^2)/E lambda0 5.84833599574
05/06/2020 07:30:00 0.03459667 5.848336 5.7793473 Chi Sq Calc 352.013816027
05/06/2020 07:31:00 2.47032178 5.848336 1.9511499 Df = (2-1)(60-1) 59
05/06/2020 07:32:00 15.50673914 5.848336 15.950648 Chi Sq a=0.05 77.93
05/06/2020 07:33:00 3.72556982 5.848336 0.7704989
05/06/2020 07:34:00 0.90431602 5.848336 4.1795365
05/06/2020 07:35:00 4.76743422 5.848336 0.1997745
05/06/2020 07:36:00 7.36693288 5.848336 0.3943235
05/06/2020 07:37:00 17.99939644 5.848336 25.246202
05/06/2020 07:38:00 1.31705505 5.848336 3.5108289
05/06/2020 07:39:00 2.29509134 5.848336 2.1588273
05/06/2020 07:40:00 2.31405625 5.848336 2.135844
05/06/2020 07:41:00 1.1196807 5.848336 3.8233407
05/06/2020 07:42:00 6.31664735 5.848336 0.0375005
05/06/2020 07:43:00 1.32884908 5.848336 3.4925767
05/06/2020 07:44:00 0.4977705 5.848336 4.8951618
05/06/2020 07:45:00 3.44333001 5.848336 0.9890085
05/06/2020 07:46:00 2.4784612 5.848336 1.9417585
05/06/2020 07:47:00 1.12633257 5.848336 3.8125915
05/06/2020 07:48:00 22.34138719 5.848336 46.512502
05/06/2020 07:49:00 12.61385289 5.848336 7.8265371
05/06/2020 07:50:00 7.6582067 5.848336 0.5600964
05/06/2020 07:51:00 4.36892355 5.848336 0.3742366
05/06/2020 07:52:00 2.23507935 5.848336 2.2323655
05/06/2020 07:53:00 0.28666423 5.848336 5.2890588
05/06/2020 07:54:00 6.68462481 5.848336 0.119586
05/06/2020 07:55:00 5.11889655 5.848336 0.0909801
05/06/2020 07:56:00 1.32670083 5.848336 3.4958977
05/06/2020 07:57:00 0.5859705 5.848336 4.735106
05/06/2020 07:58:00 0.33337082 5.848336 5.2005974
05/06/2020 07:59:00 18.56097071 5.848336 27.633686
05/06/2020 08:00:00 24.14951874 5.848336 57.269844
05/06/2020 08:01:00 7.15285033 5.848336 0.2909815
05/06/2020 08:02:00 12.21694906 5.848336 6.9351748
05/06/2020 08:03:00 11.65895239 5.848336 5.7731401
05/06/2020 08:04:00 16.92424442 5.848336 20.97618
05/06/2020 08:05:00 7.68606058 5.848336 0.5774688
05/06/2020 08:06:00 8.39158491 5.848336 1.1059753
05/06/2020 08:07:00 1.1775712 5.848336 3.7302993
05/06/2020 08:08:00 2.63392647 5.848336 1.7667296
05/06/2020 08:09:00 6.89762131 5.848336 0.1882586
05/06/2020 08:10:00 4.21753273 5.848336 0.454748
05/06/2020 08:11:00 4.44289557 5.848336 0.3377478
05/06/2020 08:12:00 3.7709254 5.848336 0.7379252
05/06/2020 08:13:00 5.21675672 5.848336 0.0682061
05/06/2020 08:14:00 1.91729128 5.848336 2.6423093
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05/06/2020 08:15:00 1.5311726 5.848336 3.1868723
05/06/2020 08:16:00 2.86689032 5.848336 1.5199226
05/06/2020 08:17:00 2.39652598 5.848336 2.0373303
05/06/2020 08:18:00 1.94053635 5.848336 2.6111527
05/06/2020 08:19:00 4.33484978 5.848336 0.3916739
05/06/2020 08:20:00 17.76527264 5.848336 24.282698
05/06/2020 08:21:00 6.35367775 5.848336 0.0436655
05/06/2020 08:22:00 9.87047472 5.848336 2.7661885
05/06/2020 08:23:00 4.24258829 5.848336 0.4408819
05/06/2020 08:24:00 0.36012388 5.848336 5.1502636
05/06/2020 08:25:00 4.47866046 5.848336 0.3207769
05/06/2020 08:26:00 11.71732982 5.848336 5.8897246
05/06/2020 08:27:00 1.25935642 5.848336 3.6008077
05/06/2020 08:28:00 0.45879606 5.848336 4.966736
05/06/2020 08:29:00 1.39885158 5.848336 3.3852213





Time O E ((O-E)^2)/E Lambda 0
2019-10-17 14:38:00 UTC 4.36750724 2.708949101 1.015454702 2.70894910067
2019-10-17 14:39:00 UTC 5.17474151 2.708949101 2.24446159 SUM 1.425762685
2019-10-17 14:40:00 UTC 4.25125257 2.708949101 0.878089585 ChiSq Stat 41.50061013
2019-10-17 14:41:00 UTC 2.47799699 2.708949101 0.019689878 Df = (30-1)(2-1) 29
2019-10-17 14:42:00 UTC 0.51172682 2.708949101 1.782161854 ChiSq. Crit 42.56
2019-10-17 14:43:00 UTC 7.46849495 2.708949101 8.362385505
2019-10-17 14:44:00 UTC 2.32191158 2.708949101 0.055297474
2019-10-17 14:45:00 UTC 0.83012142 2.708949101 1.303085928
2019-10-17 14:46:00 UTC 2.97602179 2.708949101 0.02633044
2019-10-17 14:47:00 UTC 1.21295374 2.708949101 0.82615141
2019-10-17 14:48:00 UTC 6.00404511 2.708949101 4.008070033
2019-10-17 14:49:00 UTC 2.34426127 2.708949101 0.049095501
2019-10-17 14:50:00 UTC 1.20537856 2.708949101 0.834539257
2019-10-17 14:51:00 UTC 4.52008536 2.708949101 1.210880835
2019-10-17 14:52:00 UTC 2.3126481 2.708949101 0.057976166
2019-10-17 14:53:00 UTC 0.60524162 2.708949101 1.633690778
2019-10-17 14:54:00 UTC 0.88240567 2.708949101 1.23157017
2019-10-17 14:55:00 UTC 2.66081007 2.708949101 0.000855448
2019-10-17 14:56:00 UTC 0.42972406 2.708949101 1.917668658
2019-10-17 14:57:00 UTC 2.95300903 2.708949101 0.021988323
2019-10-17 14:58:00 UTC 1.9173352 2.708949101 0.231326815
2019-10-17 14:59:00 UTC 1.59179053 2.708949101 0.46071123
2019-10-17 15:00:00 UTC 7.04168375 2.708949101 6.929842106
2019-10-17 15:01:00 UTC 0.57163167 2.708949101 1.686309203
2019-10-17 15:02:00 UTC 2.44255131 2.708949101 0.026197533
2019-10-17 15:03:00 UTC 4.36380865 2.708949101 1.010930817
2019-10-17 15:04:00 UTC 1.51882948 2.708949101 0.52285394
2019-10-17 15:05:00 UTC 0.42347093 2.708949101 1.928205468
2019-10-17 15:06:00 UTC 4.20997826 2.708949101 0.831720514
2019-10-17 15:07:00 UTC 1.67705578 2.708949101 0.393068967
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Figure A·1: Full Scale Figure 3.1(a)
Figure A·2: Full Scale Figure 3.1(b)
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Figure A·3: Full Scale Figure 3.2(a)
Figure A·4: Full Scale Figure 3.2(b)
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Figure A·5: Full Scale Figure 3.3(a)
Figure A·6: Full Scale Figure 3.3(b)
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Figure A·7: Full Scale Figure 3.4(a)
Figure A·8: Full Scale Figure 3.4(b)
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Figure A·9: Full Scale Figure 3.5(a)
Figure A·10: Full Scale Figure 3.5(b)
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Figure A·11: Full Scale Figure 3.6(a)
Figure A·12: Full Scale Figure 3.6(b)
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Figure A·13: Full Scale Figure 3.7(a)
Figure A·14: Full Scale Figure 3.7(b)
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Figure A·15: Full Scale Figure 3.8(a)
Figure A·16: Full Scale Figure 3.8(b)
Appendix B
List of Raw Code Files, and a Short
Description of their Purpose
Collecting WS Coinbase Data
filename: WS to excel.py
Collects messages from ticker-channel on Coinbase Websocket server as a Pandas
dataframe, and saves the dataframe into an .xlsx file.
CUSUM Change point detection
filename: flagging retro cusum 0.py
Parses .xlsx data from WS to excel.py into a dataframe, estimates a base rate of
arrival λ̂0, then applies the CUSUM algorithm to identify instantaneous changes in
the rate of arrival λ0. From methods described in Chapter 3, sets an initial flag for
the adjusted start and end of the active period.
Thesis Graphs
filename: Thesis Graphs.py
Assembles graphs for Figure 2.2, Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, and Fig-
ure 3.4. Gives instructions on how to assemble Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, Figure
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3.7 and Figure 3.8
Assigning Categorical Variables, and Computing Momentum
filename: creating categorical new 2.py
Reclassifies Active/Inactive periods for the assigned alarm count threshold (2, or
3) and concatenates identically classified periods. Finally computes momentum for
each period, and outputs the classification (0, or 1) and the momentum (BTC/s) to
an .xlsx file.
Categorical Predictors + Momentum, Q-Q Plots and One-Way ANOVA
filename: ANOVA 4 ME.py
Parses .xlsx file output by creating categorical new 2.py, and conducts a One-Way
ANOVA for the test of two groups encoded 0 and 1, which were used to assemble
Table 3.2, Table 3.3, Table 3.4, and Table 3.5. Outputs Figure 3.5, Figure
3.6, Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8
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## ANOVA 4 ME. py ##
## Anova and QQ p l o t s##
import pandas as pd
import matp lo t l ib . pyplot as p l t
import numpy as np
import s c ipy . s t a t s as s t a t s
from sk l ea rn import l i n ea r mode l
# qu i c k f u n c t i o n t h a t t a k e s t h e s qua r e s t h e d i f f e r e n c e between two v a r i a b l e s .
def s q d i f f (x , y ) :
out = (x−y ) ∗∗ 2
return out
# impor t ing 2xn d a t a s e t o f c a t e g o r i c a l v a r i a b l e s −> x , momentum −> y
df = pd . r e ad ex c e l ( ’ momentum categor i ca l04 26 2020 06 10 00 . x l sx ’ )
df . columns = [ ’Unnamed :0 ’ , ’ output var ’ , ’ c a t e g o r i c a l p r e d ’ ]
#computing grand mean−> grand mean , and group means f o r 0 , 1 r e s p e c t i v e l y cat means [ 0 ] , cat means [ 0 ]
grand mean = df [ ’ output var ’ ] . mean ( )
cat means = df . groupby ( [ ’ c a t e g o r i c a l p r e d ’ ] ) [ ’ output var ’ ] . mean ( )
ca t 0 = df . groupby ( [ ’ c a t e g o r i c a l p r e d ’ ] ) . get group (0)
ca t 1 = df . groupby ( [ ’ c a t e g o r i c a l p r e d ’ ] ) . get group (1)
#computing sum o f s qua r e s f o r each group , and the t o t a l sum o f s qau r e s
ca t 0 [ ’ SS ’ ] = cat 0 . apply ( lambda x : s q d i f f ( x [ ’ output var ’ ] , cat means . l o c [ 0 ] ) , ax i s=1)
ca t 1 [ ’ SS ’ ] = cat 1 . apply ( lambda x : s q d i f f ( x [ ’ output var ’ ] , cat means . l o c [ 1 ] ) , ax i s=1)
df [ ’ SS ’ ] = df . apply ( lambda x : s q d i f f ( x [ ’ output var ’ ] , grand mean ) , ax i s=1)
SS 0 = cat 0 [ ’ SS ’ ] . sum( )
SS 1 = cat 1 [ ’ SS ’ ] . sum( )
SS 01= df [ ’ SS ’ ] . sum( )
#computing sample va r i ance f o r each group
SVar 0 = SS 0/ len ( ca t 0 [ ’ SS ’ ] − 1)
SVar 1 = SS 1/ len ( ca t 1 [ ’ SS ’ ] − 1)
#pr i n t messages
print ( ”The counts f o r each group f o r 0 and 1” , len ( ca t 0 ) , len ( ca t 1 ) )
print ( ”The SS 0 i s ” , SS 0 , ”The SS 1” , SS 1 , ”The combinded SS i s ” , SS 01 )
print ( ”The Average f o r groups 0 and 1 are ” , ca t 0 [ ’ output var ’ ] . mean ( ) , ca t 1 [ ’ output var ’ ] . mean ( ) )
print ( ”The i n t e r n a l sample var iance i s f o r groups 0 , and 1 are ” , SVar 0 , SVar 1 )
#c r e a t e s l i s t o f grand v a r i a t i o n , w i t h i n gorup v a r i a t i o n , be tween group v a r i a t i o n
v a r a t i o n l i s t = [ SS 01 , ( SS 0 + SS 1 ) , ( SS 01 − ( SS 0 + SS 1 ) ) ]
print ( ”The va r i a t i on l i s t order i s to ta l , within , and between groups ” , v a r a t i o n l i s t )
#s e t s d e g r e e s o f freedom
d e g f r e e l i s t = [ 1 , ( len ( df )−2)]
print ( d e g f r e e l i s t )
# s e t s mean squared f o r w i t h i n and between group v a r i a t i o n s .
MS l i s t = [ v a r a t i o n l i s t [ 2 ] / d e g f r e e l i s t [ 0 ] , v a r a t i o n l i s t [ 1 ] / d e g f r e e l i s t [ 1 ] ]
print ( MS l i s t )
# computes F s t a t i s t i c
F stat = MS l i s t [ 0 ] / MS l i s t [ 1 ]
print ( F s ta t )
# e x t r a c t s F c r i t i c a l va lue ,
f t a b l e = s t a t s . f . ppf ( q=1−0.05 , dfn=d e g f r e e l i s t [ 0 ] , dfd=d e g f r e e l i s t [ 1 ] )
print ( f t a b l e )
i f F stat > f t a b l e :
print ( ”YAY” )
else :
print ( ”SAD” )
#fun c t i o n t h a t pa s s e s t h e c a t e g o r i c a l p r e d i c t o r s ( 0 , 1 ) , and momentum to compute
# the OLS r e g r e s s i o n
def OLS f i t t e r ( two dim array ) :
X, y=two dim array [ : , 0 ] . reshape (−1 ,1) , two dim array [ : , 1 ] . reshape (−1 ,1)
o l s = l in ea r mode l . L inearRegres s ion ( )
o l s . f i t (X, y )
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p l t . s c a t t e r ( x=two dim array [ : , 0 ] , y=two dim array [ : , 1 ] )
p l t . p l o t (X, o l s . c o e f ∗ X + o l s . i n t e r c ep t , l i n ew idth=1)
print ( ” the e f f e c t s i z e i s ” , o l s . c o e f )
print ( ” the i n t e r c ep t i s ” , o l s . i n t e r c e p t )
p l t . y l ab e l ( ’ y = Ve loc i ty o f Pr i ce Move ”Momentum” (USD/ second ) ’ )
p l t . x l ab e l ( ’X = Catego r i ca l P r ed i c t o r s ; 0=Inact ivePer iod , 1=Active Period ’ )
#p l t . x t i c k s ( range (−0.01 , 0 . 1 ) )
#p l t . y t i c k s ( [ 0 , 0 . 5 , 1 ] )
p l t . ylim (0 , max( y ) )
p l t . xlim (−0.25 , 1 . 25 )
p l t . l egend ( ( ’ Linear Regress ion Model ’ ) , l o c=” lower r i gh t ” , f o n t s i z e=’ smal l ’ )
p l t . t i t l e ( ’ S e l l−s i d e Exploratory Data Catego r i ca l P r ed i c t o r s at >= 3 Alarms ’ )
p l t . t i g h t l a y ou t ( )
p l t . show ( )
# prepar e s d f f o r OLS f i t t e r f u n c t i o n and runs i t .
df = df [ [ ’ c a t e g o r i c a l p r e d ’ , ’ output var ’ ] ]
df = np . array ( df )
print ( df )
OLS f i t t e r ( df )
# per forming QQ p l o t
measurements = cat 1 [ ’ output var ’ ]
s t a t s . probplot (measurements , d i s t=’norm ’ , p l o t=p l t )
p l t . t i t l e ( ”Q−Q Plot Ina c t i v e Period Catego r i ca l Pred ictor , S e l l−s i d e >= 3 alarms” )
p l t . show ( )
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## Thes i s Graphs . py ##
## c r e a t e s graphs XXX.XXX found in IEP t h e s i s ##
## note : many f u n c t i o n s are d e f i n e d bu t turned o f f w i t h a coment (#) ##
import math
import pandas as pd
import datetime as datet ime
import matp lo t l ib . pyplot as p l t
import numpy as np
pd . s e t op t i on ( ’ d i sp l ay . max rows ’ , 1000)
pd . s e t op t i on ( ’ d i sp l ay . max columns ’ , 1000)
pd . s e t op t i on ( ’ d i sp l ay . width ’ , 1000)
## l i s t o f Graphs ##
# Figure 2 .1 a LOB snapsho t −−> found as a . png
# Figure 2 .2 a volume graph f o r 1h o f BTC−USD
d f 2 = pd . r e ad ex c e l ( ’ b i t c o i n i t y d a t a . x l sx ’ , i nd ex co l = 0)
print ( d f 2 . head ( ) )
d f 2 = d f 2 [ : 6 0 ]
def volume graph ( df ) :
p l t . t i t l e ( ’ H i s t o r i c a l Minute Volume f o r BTC−USD on Coinbase exchange ’ )
p l t . bar ( df . index , df [ ’Obs ’ ] , width=0.0005)
p l t . x l ab e l ( ’ Datetime (UTC) ’ )
p l t . y l ab e l ( ’ Transact ion Volume (BTC) ’ )
p l t . show ( )
#vo lume graph ( d f )
# Figure 3 . 1 ( a ) , 2−CUSUM char t unde r s e t w/ volume ( 2 alarms ) ( done )
d f 3 b = pd . r e ad ex c e l ( ’ d f buy f l a g g ed no r e s e t . x l sx ’ , i nd ex co l = 0)
d f 3 s = pd . r e ad ex c e l ( ’ d f s e l l f l a g g e d n o r e s e t . x l sx ’ , i nd ex co l = 0)
d f 3 b = d f 3 b [ : 1 2 0 0 ]
d f 3 s = d f 3 s [ : 1 0 0 0 ]
def CUSUM chart buy ( array1 ) :
f i g , ax = p l t . subp lo t s (2 , sharex=True )
p l t . axvspan (3 , 6 , c o l o r=’ red ’ , alpha =0.5)
#top graph
ax [ 0 ] . t i t l e . s e t t e x t ( ’Buy−s i d e CUSUMs ’ )
ax [ 0 ] . s c a t t e r ( array1 [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , array1 [ ’CUSUM buy up ’ ] , s=1, c o l o r=’ red ’ , l a b e l=’CUSUM buy up ’ )
ax [ 0 ] . s c a t t e r ( array1 [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , array1 [ ’CUSUM buy dn ’ ] , s=1, c o l o r=’ blue ’ , l a b e l=’CUSUM buy dn ’ )
#unde r s e t graph
ax [ 1 ] . t i t l e . s e t t e x t ( ’Buy−s i d e Volume ’ )
ax [ 1 ] . bar ( array1 [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , array1 [ ’ volm buy ’ ] , width = 0.000005 , l a b e l=’ p r i c e ’ , c o l o r=’ orange ’ )
#l a b e l s e t t i n g s
ax [ 0 ] . s e t x l a b e l ( ”Time ( datet ime ) ” )
ax [ 1 ] . s e t x l a b e l ( ”Time ( datet ime ) ” )
p l t . xlim ( array1 [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , array1 [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1])
ax [ 0 ] . s e t y l a b e l ( ”CUSUM S t a t i s t i c (BTC)” )
ax [ 1 ] . s e t y l a b e l ( ”Buy−s i d e Volume (BTC)” )
#d i s p l a y op t i on s
ax [ 0 ] . l egend ( )
ax [ 1 ] . l egend ( )
p l t . t i g h t l a y ou t ( )
p l t . show ( )
#CUSUM chart buy ( d f 3 b )
# Figure 3 . 1 ( b ) , 2−CUSUM char t unde r s e t w/ volume ( 2 alarms ) ( done )
def CUSUM chart sell ( array1 ) :
f i g , ax = p l t . subp lo t s (2 , sharex=True )
p l t . axvspan (3 , 6 , c o l o r=’ red ’ , alpha =0.5)
#top graph
ax [ 0 ] . t i t l e . s e t t e x t ( ’ S e l l−s i d e CUSUMs ’ )
ax [ 0 ] . s c a t t e r ( array1 [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , array1 [ ’ CUSUM sell up ’ ] , c o l o r=’ red ’ , s=1, l a b e l=’CUSUM s e l l up ’ )
ax [ 0 ] . s c a t t e r ( array1 [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , array1 [ ’ CUSUM sell dn ’ ] , c o l o r=’ blue ’ , s=1, l a b e l=’CUSUM s e l l dn ’ )
#unde r s e t graph
ax [ 1 ] . t i t l e . s e t t e x t ( ’ S e l l−s i d e Volume ’ )
ax [ 1 ] . bar ( array1 [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , array1 [ ’ v o lm s e l l ’ ] , width = 0.000005 , l a b e l=’ p r i c e ’ , c o l o r=’ orange ’ )
#l a b e l s e t t i n g s
ax [ 0 ] . s e t x l a b e l ( ”Time ( datet ime ) ” )
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ax [ 1 ] . s e t x l a b e l ( ”Time ( datet ime ) ” )
p l t . xlim ( array1 [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , array1 [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1])
ax [ 0 ] . s e t y l a b e l ( ”CUSUM S t a t i s t i c (BTC)” )
ax [ 1 ] . s e t y l a b e l ( ” Se l l−s i d e Volume (BTC)” )
#d i s p l a y op t i on s
ax [ 0 ] . l egend ( )
ax [ 1 ] . l egend ( )
p l t . t i g h t l a y ou t ( )
p l t . show ( )
#CUSUM chart se l l ( d f 3 s )
# Figure 3 . 2 ( a ) , 3 . 2 ( b ) Ac t i v e / i n a c t i v e p e r i od cha r t 1h
# Figure 3 . 3 ( a ) , F igure 3 . 3 ( b ) Ac t i v e / I n a c t i v e p e r i o d s cha r t 24h 2 alarms
# Figure 3 . 4 ( a ) , F igure 3 . 4 ( b ) Ac t i v e / I n a c t i v e p e r i o d s cha r t 24h 3 alarms
# see c r e a t i n g c a t e g o r i c a l n e w 2 . py f o r d e t a i l s #
def s p l i t f r ame ( data ) :
p o s i t i o n s t a r t = 1
df temp = pd . DataFrame ( columns=data . columns )
d a t a l i s t = [ ]
for index , row in data . i t e r r ows ( ) :
i f index == 1 :
print ( ” f i r s t ” )
df temp = df temp . append ( row )
i f row [ ’ Act ive Per iod ’ ] == data [ ’ Act ive Per iod ’ ] . i l o c [ p o s i t i o n s t a r t ] :
df temp = df temp . append ( row )
else :
p o s i t i o n s t a r t = index
d a t a l i s t . append ( df temp )
df temp = pd . DataFrame ( columns=data . columns )
df temp = df temp . append ( row )
d a t a l i s t . append ( df temp )
return d a t a l i s t
def v e l o c i t y l i s t ( l i s t o f d f , num a thr , up or dn ) :
a c t l i s t = [ ]
r e t l i s t = [ ]
for i in range ( len ( l i s t o f d f ) ) :
print ( len ( l i s t o f d f [ i ] ) )
i f up or dn == ”up” :
i f ” y t f l a g buy ” in l i s t o f d f [ i ] . columns :
num UP a = l i s t o f d f [ i ] [ ’ y t f l a g buy ’ ] . str . count ( ”Alarm UP” ) .sum( )
else :
num UP alarms = l i s t o f d f [ i ] [ ’ y t f l a g s e l l ’ ] . str . count ( ”Alarm UP” ) .sum( )
i f ( l i s t o f d f [ i ] [ ’ Act ive Per iod ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] == ”UP” ) and ( num UP alarms >= num a thr ) :
a c t i v e = 1
else :
a c t i v e = 0
else :
i f ” y t f l a g buy ” in l i s t o f d f [ i ] . columns :
num DN alarms = l i s t o f d f [ i ] [ ’ y t f l a g buy ’ ] . str . count ( ”Alarm DN” ) .sum( )
else :
num DN alarms = l i s t o f d f [ i ] [ ’ y t f l a g s e l l ’ ] . str . count ( ”Alarm DN” ) .sum( )
i f ( l i s t o f d f [ i ] [ ’ Act ive Per iod ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] == ”DN” ) and ( num DN alarms >= num a thr ) :
a c t i v e = 1
else :
a c t i v e = 0
a c t l i s t . append ( [ l i s t o f d f [ i ] , a c t i v e ] )
inact temp = pd . DataFrame ( )
act temp = pd . DataFrame ( )
for i in range ( len ( a c t l i s t ) ) :
print ( i )
i f len ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] ) < 2 :
pass
e l i f len ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] ) == 2 :




i f i == 0 :
l a s t a c t = a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 1 ]
i f l a s t a c t == 0 :
inact temp = inact temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
l a s t a c t = 0
else :
act temp = act temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
l a s t a c t = 1
t h i s a c t = a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 1 ]
i f ( t h i s a c t == 1) and ( l a s t a c t == 0 ) :
inact temp = inact temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] . i l o c [ 0 ] )
act temp = act temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
d e l t a p r i c e i n a c t = abs (max( inact temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) − min( inact temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) )
p e r i o d l e n g t h i n a c t = (
inact temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] − inact temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ]
) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( )
i n a c t v e l o c i t y = d e l t a p r i c e i n a c t / p e r i o d l e n g t h i n a c t
r e t l i s t . append ( [ inact temp , 0 , i n a c t v e l o c i t y ] )
inact temp = pd . DataFrame ( columns=a c t i v e l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] . columns )
l a s t a c t = 1
e l i f ( t h i s a c t == 1) and ( l a s t a c t == 1 ) :
act temp = act temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
l a s t a c t = 1
e l i f ( t h i s a c t == 0) and ( l a s t a c t == 0 ) :
inact temp = inact temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
l a s t a c t = 0
e l i f ( t h i s a c t == 0) and ( l a s t a c t == 1 ) :
act temp = act temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] . i l o c [ 0 ] )
inact temp = inact temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
d e l t a p r i c e a c t = abs (max( act temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) − min( act temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) )
p e r i o d l e n g th a c t = (
act temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] − act temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ]
) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( )
a c t v e l o c i t y = d e l t a p r i c e a c t / p e r i o d l e n g th a c t
r e t l i s t . append ( [ act temp , 1 , a c t v e l o c i t y ] )
act temp = pd . DataFrame ( columns=a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] . columns )
l a s t a c t = 0
else :
print ( ” e r r o r ” )
i f len ( inact temp ) > 2 :
d e l t a p r i c e i n a c t = abs (max( inact temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) − min( inact temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) )
p e r i o d l e n g t h i n a c t = (
inact temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] − inact temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ]
) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( )
i n a c t v e l o c i t y = d e l t a p r i c e a c t / d e l t a p r i c e i n a c t
r e t l i s t . append ( [ inact temp , 0 , i n a c t v e l o c i t y ] )
e l i f len ( act temp ) > 2 :
d e l t a p r i c e a c t = abs (max( act temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) − min( act temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) )
p e r i o d l e n g th a c t = (
act temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] − act temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ]
) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( )
a c t v e l o c i t y = d e l t a p r i c e a c t / p e r i o d l e n g th a c t
r e t l i s t . append ( [ act temp , 1 , a c t v e l o c i t y ] )
else :
pass
return r e t l i s t
#cur r en t s s e t t i n g s f o r 24h data
data buy = sp l i t f r ame ( d f 3 b )
d a t a s e l l = sp l i t f r ame ( d f 3 s )
#cur r en t s e t t i n g s f o r Figure 3 . 3 ( a ) , F igure 3 . 3 ( b ) ,
#s h i f t i n g 2−−> 3 c r e a t e s Figure 3 . 4 ( a ) , F igure 3 . 4 ( b ) ,
data buy = v e l o c i t y l i s t ( data buy , 2 , ”up” )
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d a t a s e l l = v e l o c i t y l i s t ( d a t a s e l l , 2 , ”up” )
# Crea te s Figure 3 . 3 ( a ) or 3 . 4 ( a ) , f o r a l t e r n a t e s e t t i n g s
f i g , ax = p l t . subp lo t s (3 , sharex=True )
f i g . s u p t i t l e ( ’2−s ided CUSUM e=0.075 , n=1, with a c t i v e pe r i ods ( red ) , i n a c t i v e pe r i ods ( green ) ’ )
p l t . axvspan (3 , 6 , c o l o r=’ red ’ , alpha =0.5)
#fo r l oop t h a t :
#1 . p l o t s t h e t h e CUSUM up and CUSUM dn p r o c e s s e s in t h e top graph
#2 . p l o t s t r a n s a c t i o n p r i c e in midd le graph
#3 . p l o t s t r a n s a c t i o n volume in bottom graph
for i in range ( len ( data buy ) ) :
ax [ 0 ] . s c a t t e r (
x=data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , y=data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ yt buy up ’ ] , l a b e l=”CUSUM up” ,
c o l o r=’ blue ’ , s=1)
ax [ 0 ] . s c a t t e r (
x=data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , y=data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ yt buy dn ’ ] , l a b e l=”CUSUM up” ,
c o l o r=’ red ’ , s=1)
ax [ 2 ] . bar (
data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ volm buy ’ ] , width=0.00001 ,
c o l o r = ’ orange ’ )
ax [ 1 ] . s c a t t e r (
x=data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , y=data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ a d j p r i c e ’ ] , l a b e l=”BTC pr i c e ” ,
c o l o r=’magenta ’ , s=1)
#shad ing f u n c t i o n s
# shad ing f o r a c t i v e ( red ) p e r i o d s in a l l 3 graphs
i f ( data buy [ i ] [ 1 ] == 1 ) :
ax [ 0 ] . axvspan (
data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] ,
c o l o r=’ red ’ , alpha =0.1)
ax [ 1 ] . axvspan (
data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] ,
c o l o r=’ red ’ , alpha =0.1)
ax [ 2 ] . axvspan (
data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] ,
c o l o r=’ red ’ , alpha =0.1)
else : # shad ing f o r i n a c t i v e ( green ) p e r i o d s in a l l 3 graphs
ax [ 0 ] . axvspan (
data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] ,
c o l o r=’ green ’ , alpha =0.1)
ax [ 1 ] . axvspan (
data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] ,
c o l o r=’ green ’ , alpha =0.1)
ax [ 2 ] . axvspan (
data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , data buy [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] ,
c o l o r=’ green ’ , alpha =0.1)
#t i t l e / l a b e l s e t t i n g s f o r t h e 3 graphs
p l t . xlim ( data buy [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 1 0 0 ] , data buy [ − 2 ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 1 0 ] )
ax [ 0 ] . s e t t i t l e ( ”Two s ided CUSUM blue=up , red=dn , buy−s i d e ” )
ax [ 1 ] . s e t t i t l e ( ”BTC−USD l a s t trade Pr i ce ” )
ax [ 2 ] . s e t t i t l e ( ”BTC−USD l a s t trade volume” )
ax [ 0 ] . s e t y l a b e l ( ” S t a t i s t i c (BTC)” )
ax [ 1 ] . s e t y l a b e l ( ” Pr i ce (USD)” )
ax [ 2 ] . s e t y l a b e l ( ”Volume (BTC)” )
p l t . x l ab e l ( ” datet ime (UTC)” )
p l t . show ( )
# Crea te s Figure 3 . 3 ( b ) , 3 . 4 ( b ) in t h e same way as f i g 3 . 3 ( a ) , 3 . 4 ( b ) bu t on the s e l l s i de ,
f i g , ax = p l t . subp lo t s (3 , sharex=True )
f i g . s u p t i t l e ( ’2−s ided CUSUM e=0.075 , n=1, with a c t i v e pe r i ods ( red ) , i n a c t i v e pe r i ods ( green ) ’ )
p l t . axvspan (3 , 6 , c o l o r=’ red ’ , alpha =0.5)
#fo r l oop t h a t :
#1 . p l o t s t h e t h e CUSUM up and CUSUM dn p r o c e s s e s in t h e top graph
#2 . p l o t s t r a n s a c t i o n p r i c e in midd le graph
#3 . p l o t s t r a n s a c t i o n volume in bottom graph
for i in range ( len ( d a t a s e l l ) ) :
ax [ 0 ] . s c a t t e r (
x=d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , y=d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ CUSUM sell up ’ ] , l a b e l=”CUSUM up” ,
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c o l o r=’ blue ’ , s=1)
ax [ 0 ] . s c a t t e r (
x=d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , y=d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ CUSUM sell dn ’ ] , l a b e l=”CUSUM up” ,
c o l o r=’ red ’ , s=1)
ax [ 2 ] . bar (
d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ v o lm s e l l ’ ] , width=0.00001 ,
c o l o r = ’ orange ’ )
ax [ 1 ] . s c a t t e r (
x=d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] , y=d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ a d j p r i c e ’ ] , l a b e l=”BTC pr i c e ” ,
c o l o r=’magenta ’ , s=1)
#shad ing f u n c t i o n s
# shad ing f o r a c t i v e ( red ) p e r i o d s in a l l 3 graphs
i f ( d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 1 ] == 1 ) :
ax [ 0 ] . axvspan (
d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] ,
c o l o r=’ red ’ , alpha =0.1)
ax [ 1 ] . axvspan (
d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] ,
c o l o r=’ red ’ , alpha =0.1)
ax [ 2 ] . axvspan (
d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] ,
c o l o r=’ red ’ , alpha =0.1)
else : # shad ing f o r i n a c t i v e ( green ) p e r i o d s in a l l 3 graphs
ax [ 0 ] . axvspan (
d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] ,
c o l o r=’ green ’ , alpha =0.1)
ax [ 1 ] . axvspan (
d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] ,
c o l o r=’ green ’ , alpha =0.1)
ax [ 2 ] . axvspan (
d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] , d a t a s e l l [ i ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] ,
c o l o r=’ green ’ , alpha =0.1)
#t i t l e / l a b e l s e t t i n g s f o r t h e 3 graphs
p l t . xlim ( d a t a s e l l [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 8 0 0 ] , d a t a s e l l [ − 1 ] [ 0 ] [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 1 0 ] )
ax [ 0 ] . s e t t i t l e ( ”Two s ided CUSUM blue=up , red=dn , s e l l−s i d e ” )
ax [ 1 ] . s e t t i t l e ( ”BTC−USD l a s t trade Pr i ce ” )
ax [ 2 ] . s e t t i t l e ( ”BTC−USD l a s t trade volume” )
ax [ 0 ] . s e t y l a b e l ( ” S t a t i s t i c (BTC)” )
ax [ 1 ] . s e t y l a b e l ( ” Pr i ce (USD)” )
ax [ 2 ] . s e t y l a b e l ( ”Volume (BTC)” )
p l t . x l ab e l ( ” datet ime (UTC)” )
p l t . show ( )
# Figure 3 . 5 ( a ) , F igure 3 . 5 ( b ) , F igure 3 . 6 ( a ) . F igure 3 . 6 ( b )
# Step 1 : See c r e a t i n g c a t e g o r i c a l n e w 2 . py
# Step 2a : For Figure 3 . 5 ( a ) , 3 . 5 ( b ) in f un c t i o n v e l o c i t y l i s t on l i n e s 141 , 157 s e t i n t e g e r s to 2
# Step 2b : For Figure 3 . 6 ( a ) , 3 . 6 ( b ) in f un c t i o n v e l o c i t y l i s t on l i n e s 141 , 157 s e t i n t e g e r s to 3
# Step 3 : c o l l e c t t h e t i t l e from the p r i n t s t a t emen t and pass i n t o ANOVA 4 Me . py
# Step 4 : ou tpu t w i l l a u t oma t i c a l l y p r i n t i f ANOVA 4 ME. py i s run
# Figure 3 . 7 ( a ) , F igure 3 . 7 ( b ) , F igure 3 . 8 ( a ) . F igure 3 . 8 ( b )
# Af t e r g e t t i n g a pp r o p r i a t e c a t e g o r i c a l p r e d i c t o r s and a s s o c i a t e d momentum
# gene ra t ed us ing c r e a t i n g c a t e g o r i c a l n e w 2 . py
# use ANOVA 4 ME. py
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## c r e a t i n g c a t e g o r i c a l n e w 2 . py ##
## ou tpu t s an e x c e l f i l e o f c a t e g o r i c a l p r e d i c t o r s and a s s o c i a t e d momentums ##
import math
import pandas as pd
import os
import datetime as datet ime
import numpy as np
import s t a t i s t i c s
pd . s e t op t i on ( ’ d i sp l ay . max rows ’ , 1000)
pd . s e t op t i on ( ’ d i sp l ay . max columns ’ , 1000)
pd . s e t op t i on ( ’ d i sp l ay . width ’ , 1000)
# s e t up th e raw data
d f s e l l = pd . r e ad ex c e l ( ’ d f s e l l f l a g g e d n o r e s e t . x l sx ’ , i nd ex co l =0)
df buy = pd . r e ad ex c e l ( ’ d f buy f l a g g ed no r e s e t . x l sx ’ , i nd ex co l =0)
#fun c t i o n t h a t s p l i t s t h e raw data i n t o l i s t s o f da ta f rames o f t h e same encod ing ( Ac t i v e / I n a c t i v e )
#note f o r 24h o f da ta t h i s t a k e s a wh i l e ˜10 minutes
def s p l i t f r ame ( data ) :
p o s i t i o n s t a r t = 1
df temp = pd . DataFrame ( columns=data . columns )
d a t a l i s t = [ ]
for index , row in data . i t e r r ows ( ) :
i f index == 1 :
print ( ” f i r s t ” )
df temp = df temp . append ( row )
i f row [ ’ Act ive Per iod ’ ] == data [ ’ Act ive Per iod ’ ] . i l o c [ p o s i t i o n s t a r t ] :
df temp = df temp . append ( row )
else :
p o s i t i o n s t a r t = index
d a t a l i s t . append ( df temp )
df temp = pd . DataFrame ( columns=data . columns )
df temp = df temp . append ( row )
d a t a l i s t . append ( df temp )
return d a t a l i s t
#fun c t i o n t h a t t u rn s our l i s t o f da ta f rames c a t e g o r i c a l p r e d i c t o r and c a l c u l a t e d momentum
#note f o r 24h o f da ta t h i s t a k e s a wh i l e ˜20 minutes
def v e l o c i t y l i s t ( l i s t o f d f , num a thr , up or dn ) :
a c t l i s t = [ ]
r e t l i s t = [ ]
# fo r l oop t h a t t a k e s t h e l i s t o f da ta f rames and count s t h e number o f down alarms
# r e c l a s s i f i e s based on the num a thr and i f your g oa l i s t o f i n d up or down alarms
for i in range ( len ( l i s t o f d f ) ) :
print ( len ( l i s t o f d f [ i ] ) )
i f up or dn == ”up” :
i f ” y t f l a g buy ” in l i s t o f d f [ i ] . columns :
num UP a = l i s t o f d f [ i ] [ ’ y t f l a g buy ’ ] . str . count ( ”Alarm UP” ) .sum( )
else :
num UP a = l i s t o f d f [ i ] [ ’ y t f l a g s e l l ’ ] . str . count ( ”Alarm UP” ) .sum( )
i f ( l i s t o f d f [ i ] [ ’ Act ive Per iod ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] == ”UP” ) and (num UP a >= num a thr ) :
a c t i v e = 1
else :
a c t i v e = 0
else :
i f ” y t f l a g buy ” in l i s t o f d f [ i ] . columns :
num DN a = l i s t o f d f [ i ] [ ’ y t f l a g buy ’ ] . str . count ( ”Alarm DN” ) .sum( )
else :
num DN a = l i s t o f d f [ i ] [ ’ y t f l a g s e l l ’ ] . str . count ( ”Alarm DN” ) .sum( )
i f ( l i s t o f d f [ i ] [ ’ Act ive Per iod ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ] == ”DN” ) and (num DN a >= num a thr ) :
a c t i v e = 1
else :
a c t i v e = 0
a c t l i s t . append ( [ l i s t o f d f [ i ] , a c t i v e ] )
# fo r l oop t h a t
# 1 . c onca t ena t e s r e c l a s s i f i e d p e r i o d s
# 2 . computes momentum
# 3. r e t u rn s a l i s t t h a t i s t h e momentum −−> v e l o c i t y , and c a t e o r i g c a l p r e d i c t o r −−> 0 ,1
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inact temp = pd . DataFrame ( )
act temp = pd . DataFrame ( )
for i in range ( len ( a c t l i s t ) ) :
print ( i )
i f len ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] ) < 2 :
pass
e l i f len ( a c t l i s t [ i ] ) == 2 :
inact temp = inact temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
else :
pass
i f i == 0 :
l a s t a c t = a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 1 ]
i f l a s t a c t == 0 :
inact temp = inact temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
l a s t a c t i v e = 0
else :
act temp = act temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
l a s t a c t = 1
t h i s a c t = a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 1 ]
i f ( t h i s a c t == 1) and ( l a s t a c t == 0 ) :
act temp = act temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
d e l t a p r i c e i n a c t = abs (max( inact temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) − min( inact temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) )
p e r i o d l e n g t h i n a c t = (
inact temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] − inact temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ]
) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( )
i n a c t v e l o c i t y = d e l t a p r i c e i n a c t / p e r i o d l e n g t h i n a c t
r e t l i s t . append ( [ i n a c t v e l o c i t y , 0 ] )
inact temp = pd . DataFrame ( columns=a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] . columns )
l a s t a c t = 1
e l i f ( t h i s a c t == 1) and ( l a s t a c t == 1 ) :
act temp = act temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
l a s t a c t = 1
e l i f ( l a s t a c t == 0) and ( l a s t a c t == 0 ) :
inact temp = inact temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
l a s t a c t = 0
e l i f ( t h i s a c t == 0) and ( l a s t a c t == 1 ) :
inact temp = inact temp . append ( a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] )
d e l t a p r i c e a c t = abs (max( act temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) − min( act temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) )
p e r i o d l e n g th a c t = (
act temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] − act temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ]
) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( )
a c t v e l o c i t y = d e l t a p r i c e a c t / p e r i o d l e n g th a c t
r e t u r n l i s t . append ( [ a c t v e l o c i t y , 1 ] )
act temp = pd . DataFrame ( columns=a c t l i s t [ i ] [ 0 ] . columns )
l a s t a c t = 0
else :
print ( ” i am e r r o r ” )
i f len ( inact temp ) > 2 :
d e l t a p r i c e i n a c t = abs (max( inact temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) − min( inact temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) )
p e r i o d l e n g t h i n a c t = (
inact temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] − inact temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ]
) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( )
i n a c t v e l o c i t y = d e l t a p r i c e i n a c t / p e r i o d l e n g t h i n a c t
r e t u r n l i s t . append ( [ i n a c t v e l o c i t y , 0 ] )
e l i f len ( act ive temp ) > 2 :
d e l t a p r i c e a c t = abs (max( act temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) − min( act temp [ ’ ad j p r i c e ’ ] ) )
p e r i o d l e n g th a c t = (
act temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [−1] − act temp [ ’ timestamp ’ ] . i l o c [ 0 ]
) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( )
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a c t v e l o c i t y = d e l t a p r i c e a c t / p e r i o d l e n g th a c t
r e t u r n l i s t . append ( [ a c t v e l o c i t y , 1 ] )
else :
pass
return r e t l i s t
#fun c t i o n s b e in g run
#s e l l −s i d e
s p l i t d a t a s e l l = sp l i t f r ame ( d f s e l l )
print ( len ( s p l i t d a t a s e l l ) ) #check in g how long t h e d f i s
cat mom se l l = v e l o c i t y l i s t ( s p l i t d a t a s e l l , 3 , ”up” ) #chang ing 3−−>2, a l l ow s a c c e s s to o t h e r graphs
print ( len ( cat mom se l l ) ) #check in g how long t h e d f i s
cat mom se l l = np . array ( cat mom buy ) #data frame conve r s i on to np . array f o r s k l e a r n
#c r e a t i n g t h e e x c e l f i l e
output t ime = datet ime . datet ime . utcnow ( ) . s t r f t ime ( ”%m %d %Y %H %M %S” )
d f t o e x c e l = pd . DataFrame ( c a t s e l l )
t i t l e = ”momentum categorical ” + output t ime +(” . x l sx ” )
print ( t i t l e )
wr i t e r = pd . ExcelWriter ( t i t l e , engine=’ x l s xw r i t e r ’ )
d f t o e x c e l . t o e x c e l ( wr i ter , sheet name=’ Sheet1 ’ )
wr i t e r . save ( )
#buy−s i d e
s p l i t d a t a buy = sp l i t f r ame ( df buy )
print ( len ( s p l i t d a t a buy ) ) #check in g how long t h e d f i s
cat mom buy = v e l o c i t y l i s t ( sp l i t da ta buy , 3 , ”up” ) #chang ing 3−−>2, a l l ow s a c c e s s to o t h e r graphs
print ( len ( cat mom buy ) ) #check in g how long t h e d f i s
cat mom buy = np . array ( cat mom buy ) #data frame conve r s i on to np . array f o r s k l e a r n
#c r e a t i n g t h e e x c e l f i l e
output t ime = datet ime . datet ime . utcnow ( ) . s t r f t ime ( ”%m %d %Y %H %M %S” )
d f t o e x c e l = pd . DataFrame ( c a t s e l l )
t i t l e = ”momentum categorical ” + output t ime +(” . x l sx ” )
print ( t i t l e )
wr i t e r = pd . ExcelWriter ( t i t l e , engine=’ x l s xw r i t e r ’ )
d f t o e x c e l . t o e x c e l ( wr i ter , sheet name=’ Sheet1 ’ )
wr i t e r . save ( )
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## WS to exce l . py ##
## c o l l e c t s data from co inba s e pro web socke t and a s s emb l e s i n t o a pandas data frame ##
import asyncio , time
from datetime import datetime
import sys
from copra . websocket import Channel , C l i en t
import numpy as np
import math
import pandas as pd
import matp lo t l ib . pyplot as p l t
class Ticker ( C l i en t ) :
def i n i t ( s e l f , loop , channel ) :
super ( ) . i n i t ( loop , channel )
s e l f . message count matched=0 # i n i t i a l i z e s message count a t 0
# i n i t i a l i z e s a l i s t o f d a t e s s t a r t i n g w i th cu r r en t t ime
s e l f . message array =[ [ datet ime . utcnow ( ) , 0 ] ]
def on open ( s e l f ) :
print ( ”Let ’ s count the messages ! ” )
super ( ) . on open ( )
def on message ( s e l f , msg ) :
i f msg [ ’ type ’ ] in [ ’ t i c k e r ’ ] :
time=datet ime . s t rpt ime (msg [ ’ time ’ ] , ’%Y−%m−%dT%H:%M:%S.%fZ ’ ) # s e t s t ime
volume= f loat (msg [ ’ l a s t s i z e ’ ] ) # s e t s volume
message = [ time , volume ] # makes an o b s e r v a t i o n pa i r
s e l f . message array . append (message )
# index l ooop t h a t a g g r e g a t e s messages t h a t a g g r e g a t e s messages w i th i d e n t i c a l t imestamp
for i in range ( len ( s e l f . message array ) ) :
i f s e l f . message array [ i ] [ 0 ] == s e l f . message array [ i − 1 ] [ 0 ] :
s e l f . message array [ i ] [ 1 ] += s e l f . message array [ i −1 ] [ 1 ]
del s e l f . message array [ i −1]
print ( len ( s e l f . message array ) )
s e l f . message count matched=len ( s e l f . message array )
# i n t i a t e s WS c l o s i n g sequence
i f ( datet ime . utcnow ( ) − s e l f . message array [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) > 18 :
print ( ”60 seconds have passed ” )
s e l f . loop . c r e a t e t a s k ( s e l f . c l o s e ( ) )
# fun c t i o n d e f i n i n g c l o s i n g sequence
def on c l o s e ( s e l f , was clean , code , reason ) :
print ( ”Connection to s e rv e r i s c l o s ed ” )
print ( was c lean )
print ( code )
print ( reason )
dfraw = pd . DataFrame ( s e l f . message array )
print ( dfraw )
wr i t e r = pd . ExcelWriter ( ’ co inbase data . x l sx ’ , engine=’ x l s xw r i t e r ’ )
dfraw . t o e x c e l ( wr i ter , sheet name=’ Sheet1 ’ )
wr i t e r . save ( )
def main ( ) :
loop = async io . g e t ev en t l o op ( )
ws = Ticker ( loop , Channel ( ’ t i c k e r ’ , ’BTC−USD ’ ) )
#i f (ws . message count > 10 ) :
#ws . l oop . c r e a t e t a s k (ws . c l o s e ( ) )
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try :
loop . r un f o r ev e r ( )
except KeyboardInterrupt :
loop . run unt i l c omp l e t e (ws . c l o s e ( ) )
loop . c l o s e ( )
i f name == ’ ma in ’ :
main ( )
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## f l a g g i n g r e t r o c u s um 0 . py ##
##
import math
import pandas as pd
import os
import datetime as datet ime
import matp lo t l ib . pyplot as p l t
import numpy as np
import s t a t i s t i c s
pd . s e t op t i on ( ’ d i sp l ay . max rows ’ , 1000)
pd . s e t op t i on ( ’ d i sp l ay . max columns ’ , 1000)
pd . s e t op t i on ( ’ d i sp l ay . width ’ , 1000)
#load s t h e d f c o l l e c t e d from websocke t
df = pd . r e ad ex c e l ( ’ co inbase data . x l sx ’ , i nd ex co l =0)
df = df [ 1 : ]
# fun c t i o n s to s e p a r a t e buy s i d e and s e l l s i d e orders , and t ime conve r s i on
def buys ide on ly (x , y ) :





def s e l l s i d e o n l y (x , y ) :





def t ime conv (x ) :
t ime sec = (x ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( )
return t ime sec
## f i n d i n g t h e 1 minute mark ##
min entry = 0
for index , row in df . i t e r r ows ( ) :
i f ( df [ 0 ] . i l o c [ index ] − df [ 0 ] . i l o c [ 0 ] ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) <= 60 :
pass
else :
min entry = index
print ( min entry )
break
#sep a r a t i n g a l l messages i n t o buy s i d e / s e l l s i d e
df [ ’ bo ’ ] = df . apply ( lambda x : buys ide on ly (x [ 2 ] , x [ 1 ] ) , ax i s=1)
df [ ’ so ’ ] = df . apply ( lambda x : s e l l s i d e o n l y (x [ 2 ] , x [ 1 ] ) , ax i s=1)
#computes b a s e r a t e lambda f o r buy / s e l l
l0 buy = df [ ’ bo ’ ] [ 1 : min entry ] . sum( ) / ( df [ 0 ] [ min entry ]−df [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( )
l 0 s e l l= df [ ’ so ’ ] [ 1 : min entry ] . sum( ) / ( df [ 0 ] [ min entry ]−df [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( )
#f i n d i n g t ime d e l t a , t ime between o b s e r v a t i o n s
df [ ’ d t ’ ] = df [ 0 ] . d i f f ( )
df [ ’ d t ’ ] = df [ ’ d t ’ ] . f i l l n a (0)
df [ ’ d t ’ ] = df . apply ( lambda x : t ime conv (x [ ’ d t ’ ] ) , ax i s=1)
df=df . i l o c [ min entry : ]
#i n i t i a t i n g empty data frames f o r t h e buy/ s e l l s i d e s , and the a larms f o r buy / s e l l s i d e
df buy = pd . DataFrame ( )
d f s e l l = pd . DataFrame ( )
df buy a = pd . DataFrame ( )
d f s e l l a = pd . DataFrame ( )
#s e t t i n g t h r e s h o l d s , k , f o r buy / s e l l / s i d e s
a b up = 0.075
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a b dn = 0.075
a s up = 0.075
a s dn = 0.075
e = 0.01
n = 1
#i n i t i a t i n g v a l u e s f o r CUSUM alarms , D and T, and t ime between alarms
Active temp buy = ”None”
Ac t i v e t emp s e l l = ”None”
T = 30
D buy = 30
D s e l l = 30
Trip buy = False
T r i p s e l l = False
t i n i u p a b = df [ 0 ] . i l o c [ 1 ]
t l a s t a b = df [ 0 ] . i l o c [ 1 ]
t i n i u p a s = df [ 0 ] . i l o c [ 1 ]
t l a s t a s = df [ 0 ] . i l o c [ 1 ]
D buy hist = [ 3 0 ]
D s e l l h i s t = [ 3 0 ]
#the main a l g o r i t hm
for row in df . i t e r t u p l e s ( ) :
index=row . Index
ad jp r i c e = df [ 3 ] [ index ]
timestamp = df [ 0 ] [ index ]
v buy = df [ ’ bo ’ ] [ index ]
v s e l l = df [ ’ so ’ ] [ index ]
td = df [ ’ d t ’ ] [ index ]
#i n t i i a t e u t ’ s and mt ’ s a t 0
i f index == ( min entry +1):
ut b up = 0
ut b dn = 0
ut s up = 0
ut s dn = 0
mt b up = 0
mt b dn = 0
mt s up = 0
mt s dn = 0
#r e i n i t i a t i o n when the l a s t alarm was a buy up alarm





ut s up = v s e l l ∗math . l og ( l 0 s e l l ∗(1+ n∗e )/ l 0 s e l l ) + td ∗( l 0 s e l l − l 0 s e l l ∗(1 + n∗e ) ) + ut s up
ut s dn = v s e l l ∗math . l og ( l 0 s e l l ∗(1− n∗e )/ l 0 s e l l ) + td ∗( l 0 s e l l − l 0 s e l l ∗(1 − n∗e ) ) + ut s dn
mt s up = min( ut s up , mt s up )
mt s dn = min( ut s dn , mt s dn )
#r e i n i t i a t i o n when the l a s t alarm was a s e l l up alarm
e l i f T r i p s e l l==True :
ut b up = v buy∗math . l og ( l0 buy ∗(1+ n∗e )/ l0 buy ) + td ∗( l0 buy − l0 buy ∗(1 + n∗e ) ) + ut b up
ut b dn = v buy∗math . l og ( l0 buy∗(1− n∗e )/ l0 buy ) + td ∗( l0 buy − l0 buy ∗(1 − n∗e ) ) + ut b dn
mt b up = min( ut b up , mt b up )





#standard i s s u e f o r computat ion o f our ut , mt , and y t
else :
ut b up = v buy∗math . l og ( l0 buy ∗(1+ n∗e )/ l0 buy ) + td ∗( l0 buy − l0 buy ∗(1 + n∗e ) ) + ut b up
ut b dn = v buy∗math . l og ( l0 buy∗(1− n∗e )/ l0 buy ) + td ∗( l0 buy − l0 buy ∗(1 − n∗e ) ) + ut b dn
ut s up = v s e l l ∗math . l og ( l 0 s e l l ∗(1+ n∗e )/ l 0 s e l l ) + td ∗( l 0 s e l l − l 0 s e l l ∗(1 + n∗e ) ) + ut s up
ut s dn = v s e l l ∗math . l og ( l 0 s e l l ∗(1− n∗e )/ l 0 s e l l ) + td ∗( l 0 s e l l − l 0 s e l l ∗(1 − n∗e ) ) + ut s dn
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mt b up = min( ut b up , mt b up )
mt b dn = min( ut b dn , mt b dn )
mt s up = min( ut s up , mt s up )
mt s dn = min( ut s dn , mt s dn )
#r e g a r d l e s s o f what happens t eh d e f a u l t computat ion i s t h i s
y t f l a g buy = ”None”
y t f l a g s e l l = ”None”
yt b up = ut b up − mt b up
yt b dn = ut b dn − mt b dn
yt s up = ut s up − mt s up
yt s dn = ut s dn − mt s dn
#what happens when t h e r e i s an up break on the buy−s i d e
i f yt b up > a b up :
Trip buy = True
y t f l a g buy = ”Alarm UP”
Act ive out buy = ”UP”
Active temp buy = ”UP”
buy stamp = timestamp
t l a s t a b = buy stamp
i f ( buy stamp − t i n i u p a b ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) > D buy :
t i n i u p a b = buy stamp
e l i f ( buy stamp − t i n i u p a b ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) < D buy :
D buy = min(math . c e i l (abs ( ( buy stamp − t i n i u p a b ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) ) ) , D buy )
D buy hist . append (D buy )
else :
pass
ca l c buy = pd . DataFrame({
”timestamp” : timestamp , ” ad jp r i c e ” : ad jpr i c e , ”Delta t ime ” : td , ”volm buy” : v buy ,
” ut b up ” : ut b up , ”mt b up” : mt b up , ” yt b up ” : yt b up ,
” ut b dn ” : ut b dn , ”mt b dn” : mt b dn , ” yt b dn ” : yt b dn ,
” y t f l a g buy ” : y t f l ag buy , ”Act ive Per iod ” : Act ive out buy
} , index =[0 ] )
r e s e t f rame buy = pd . DataFrame({
”timestamp” : timestamp , ” ad jp r i c e ” : ad jpr i c e , ”Delta t ime ” : td , ”volm buy” : v buy ,
” ut b up ” : 0 , ”mt b up” : 0 , ” yt b up ” : 0 ,
” ut b dn ” : 0 , ”mt b dn” : 0 , ” yt b dn ” : 0 ,
” y t f l a g buy ” : ”None” , ”Act ive Per iod ” : Act ive out buy
} , index =[0 ] )
df buy =df buy . append ( calc buy , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
df buy =df buy . append ( reset f rame buy , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
d f b a = d f b a . append ( calc buy , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
i n d e x l i s t =[ ]
for i2 , row2 in df buy [ : : − 1 ] . i t e r r ows ( ) :
i n d e x l i s t . append ( i 2 )
i f i 2 == len ( df buy )−1:
pass
e l i f i 2 == ( len ( df buy ) − 2 ) :
pass
e l i f ( df buy [ ’ yt b up ’ ] [ i 2 ] == 0)
and ( ( b stamp − df buy [ ’ timestamp ’ ] [ i 2 ] ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) < D buy ) :
for i in range ( len ( i n d e x l i s t ) ) :
index3 = i n d e x l i s t [ i ]
df buy . s e t v a l u e ( index3 , ’ Act ive Per iod ’ , ”UP” )




l0 buy = l0 buy ∗(1+n∗e )
ut b up = v buy∗math . l og ( ( l0 buy ∗(1 + n∗e ) )/ l0 buy ) + td ∗( l0 buy − ( l0 buy ∗(1 + n∗e ) ) )
ut b dn = v buy∗math . l og ( ( l0 buy ∗(1 − n∗e ) )/ l0 buy ) + td ∗( l0 buy − ( l0 buy ∗(1 − n∗e ) ) )
mt b up = min( ut b up , 0 )
mt b dn = min( ut b dn , 0 )
yt b up = ut b up − mt b up
yt b dn = ut b dn − mt b dn
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y t f l a g buy = ”None”
# i f t h e r e a down break on the buy−s i d e
i f yt b dn > a b dn :
Trip buy = True
y t f l a g buy = ”Alarm DN”
Active temp buy = ”DN”
Act ive out buy = ”DN”
b stamp = timestamp
ca lc buy = pd . DataFrame({
”timestamp” : timestamp , ” ad jp r i c e ” : ad jpr i c e , ”Delta t ime ” : td , ”volm buy” : v buy ,
” ut b up ” : ut b up , ”mt b up” : mt b up , ” yt b up ” : yt b up ,
” ut b dn ” : ut b dn , ”mt b dn” : mt b dn , ” yt b dn ” : yt b dn ,
” y t f l a g buy ” : y t f l ag buy , ”Act ive Per iod ” : Act ive out buy
} , index =[0 ] )
r e s e t f rame buy = pd . DataFrame({
”timestamp” : timestamp , ” ad jp r i c e ” : ad jpr i c e , ”Delta t ime ” : td , ”volm buy” : v buy ,
” ut b up ” : 0 , ”mt b up” : 0 , ” yt b up ” : 0 ,
” ut b dn ” : 0 , ”mt b dn” : 0 , ” yt b dn ” : 0 ,
” y t f l a g buy ” : ”None” , ”Act ive Per iod ” : Act ive out buy
} , index =[0 ] )
df buy =df buy . append ( calc buy , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
df buy =df buy . append ( reset f rame buy , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
d f buy a = df buy a . append ( calc buy , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
l0 buy = l0 buy ∗(1 − n∗e )
ut b up = v buy∗math . l og ( ( l0 buy ∗(1 + n∗e ) )/ l0 buy ) + td ∗( l0 buy − ( l0 buy ∗(1 + n∗e ) ) )
ut b dn = v buy∗math . l og ( ( l0 buy ∗(1 − n∗e ) )/ l0 buy ) + td ∗( l0 buy − ( l0 buy ∗(1 − n∗e ) ) )
mt b up = min( ut b up , 0)
mt b dn = min( ut b dn , 0)
yt b up = ut b up − mt b up
yt b dn = ut b dn − mt b dn
y t f l a g buy = ”None”
# i f t h e r e an up break on the s e l l −s i d e
i f yt s up > a s up :
T r i p s e l l = True
y t f l a g s e l l = ”Alarm UP”
Ac t i v e t emp s e l l = ”UP”
Ac t i v e o u t s e l l = ”UP”
s stamp = timestamp
i f ( s stamp − t i n i u p a s ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) > D se l l :
t i n i u p a s = s stamp
e l i f ( s stamp − t i n i u p a s ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) < D se l l :
D s e l l = min(math . c e i l (abs ( ( s stamp − t i n i u p a s ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) ) ) , D s e l l )
D s e l l h i s t . append ( D s e l l )
else :
pass
c a l c s e l l = pd . DataFrame({
”timestamp” : timestamp , ” ad jp r i c e ” : ad jpr i c e , ”Delta t ime ” : td , ” v o lm s e l l ” : v s e l l ,
” ut s up ” : ut s up , ”mt s up” : mt s up , ” yt s up ” : yt s up ,
” ut s dn ” : ut s dn , ”mt s dn” : mt s dn , ” yt s dn ” : yt s dn ,
” y t f l a g s e l l ” : y t f l a g s e l l , ” Act ive Per iod ” : A c t i v e o u t s e l l
} , index =[0 ] )
r e s e t f r am e s e l l = pd . DataFrame({
”timestamp” : timestamp , ” ad jp r i c e ” : ad jpr i c e , ”Delta t ime ” : td , ” v o lm s e l l ” : v s e l l ,
” ut s up ” : 0 , ”mt s up” : 0 , ” y t s up ” : 0 ,
” ut s dn ” : 0 , ”mt s dn” : 0 , ” y t s dn ” : 0 ,
” y t f l a g s e l l ” : ”None” , ”Act ive Per iod ” : A c t i v e o u t s e l l
} , index =[0 ] )
d f s e l l = d f s e l l . append ( c a l c s e l l , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
d f s e l l = d f s e l l . append ( r e s e t f r am e s e l l , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
d f s e l l a = d f s e l l a . append ( c a l c s e l l , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
i n d e x l i s t =[ ]
for i2 , row2 in d f s e l l [ : : − 1 ] . i t e r r ows ( ) :
i n d e x l i s t . append ( i 2 )
i f i 2 == len ( d f s e l l )−1:
pass
e l i f i 2 == ( len ( d f s e l l ) − 2 ) :
pass
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e l i f ( d f s e l l [ ’ y t s up ’ ] [ i 2 ] == 0)
and ( ( s stamp − d f s e l l [ ’ timestamp ’ ] [ i 2 ] ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) < D se l l ) :
for i in range ( len ( i n d e x l i s t ) ) :
index3 = i n d e x l i s t [ i ]
d f s e l l . s e t v a l u e ( index3 , ’ Act ive Per iod ’ , ”UP” )




l 0 s e l l = l 0 s e l l ∗(1+n∗ ep s i l o n )
ut s up = v s e l l ∗math . l og ( ( l 0 s e l l ∗(1 + n∗e ) )/ l 0 s e l l ) + td ∗( l 0 s e l l − ( l 0 s e l l ∗(1 + n∗e ) ) )
ut s dn = v s e l l ∗math . l og ( ( l 0 s e l l ∗(1 − n∗e ) )/ l 0 s e l l ) + td ∗( l 0 s e l l − ( l 0 s e l l ∗(1 − n∗e ) ) )
mt s up = min( ut s up , 0)
mt s dn = min( ut s dn , 0)
y t s up = yt s up − mt s up
yt s dn = yt s dn − mt s dn
y t f l a g s e l l=”None”
# i f t h e r e a down break on the s e l l −s i d e
i f yt s dn > a s dn :
T r i p s e l l = True
s stamp = timestamp
y t f l a g s e l l = ”Alarm DN”
Act i v e t emp s e l l= ”DN”
Ac t i v e o u t s e l l = ”DN”
c a l c s e l l = pd . DataFrame({
”timestamp” : timestamp , ” ad jp r i c e ” : ad jpr i c e , ”Delta t ime ” : td , ” v o lm s e l l ” : v s e l l ,
” ut s up ” : ut s up , ”mt s up” : mt s up , ” yt s up ” : yt s up ,
” ut s dn ” : ut s dn , ”mt s dn” : mt s dn , ” yt s dn ” : yt s dn ,
” y t f l a g s e l l ” : y t f l a g s e l l , ” Act ive Per iod ” : A c t i v e o u t s e l l
} , index =[0 ] )
r e s e t f r am e s e l l = pd . DataFrame({
”timestamp” : timestamp , ” ad jp r i c e ” : ad jpr i c e , ”Delta t ime ” : td , ” v o lm s e l l ” : v s e l l ,
” ut s up ” : 0 , ”mt s up” : 0 , ” y t s up ” : 0 ,
” ut s dn ” : 0 , ”mt s dn” : 0 , ” y t s dn ” : 0 ,
” y t f l a g s e l l ” : ”None” , ”Act ive Per iod ” : A c t i v e o u t s e l l
} , index =[0 ] )
d f s e l l = d f s e l l . append ( c a l c s e l l , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
d f s e l l = d f s e l l . append ( r e s e t f r am e s e l l , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
d f s e l l a = d f s e l l a . append ( c a l c s e l l , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
l 0 s e l l = l 0 s e l l ∗(1 − n∗e )
ut s up = v s e l l ∗math . l og ( ( l 0 s e l l ∗(1 + n∗e ) )/ l 0 s e l l ) + td ∗( l 0 s e l l − ( l 0 s e l l ∗(1 + n∗e ) ) )
ut s dn = v s e l l ∗math . l og ( ( l 0 s e l l ∗(1 − n∗e ) )/ l 0 s e l l ) + td ∗( l 0 s e l l − ( l 0 s e l l ∗(1 − n∗e ) ) )
mt s up = min( ut s up , 0)
mt s dn = min( ut s dn , 0)
y t s up = ut s up − mt s up
yt s dn = ut s dn − mt s dn
y t f l a g s e l l = ”None”
# simp l e c l a s s i f i c a t i o n f o r a c t i v e / i n a c t i v e p e r i o d s
i f ( Active temp buy == ”UP” ) and ( ( timestamp − t l a s t a b ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) < D buy ) :
Act ive out buy = ”UP”
e l i f ( Active temp buy == ”DN” ) and ( ( timestamp−b stamp ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) < D buy ) :
Act ive out buy = ”DN”
else :
Act ive out buy = ”None”
Active temp buy = ”None”
i f ( Ac t i v e t emp s e l l == ”UP” ) and ( ( timestamp − t l a s t a s ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) < D se l l ) :
A c t i v e o u t s e l l = ”UP”
e l i f ( Ac t i v e t emp s e l l == ”DN” ) and ( ( timestamp−s stamp ) . t o t a l s e c ond s ( ) < D se l l ) :
A c t i v e o u t s e l l = ”DN”
else :
A c t i v e o u t s e l l = ”None”
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Act i v e t emp s e l l = ”None”
# data frame en t r y t h a t goes i n t o buy data frame
ca l c buy = pd . DataFrame({
”timestamp” : timestamp , ” ad jp r i c e ” : ad jpr i c e , ”Delta t ime ” : td , ”volm buy” : v buy ,
” ut b up ” : ut b up , ”mt b up” : mt b up , ” yt b up ” : yt b up ,
” ut b dn ” : ut b dn , ”mt b dn” : mt b dn , ” yt b dn ” : yt b dn ,
” y t f l a g buy ” : y t f l ag buy , ”Act ive Per iod ” : Act ive out buy
} , index =[0 ] )
# data frame en t r y t h a t goes i n t o buy data frame
c a l c s e l l = pd . DataFrame({
”timestamp” : timestamp , ” ad jp r i c e ” : ad jpr i c e , ”Delta t ime ” : td , ” v o lm s e l l ” : v s e l l ,
” ut s up ” : ut s up , ”mt s up” : mt s up , ” yt s up ” : yt s up ,
” ut s dn ” : ut s dn , ”mt s dn” : mt s dn , ” yt s dn ” : yt s dn ,
” y t f l a g s e l l ” : y t f l a g s e l l , ” Act ive Per iod ” : A c t i v e o u t s e l l
} , index =[0 ] )
# Af t e r data frame has been entered , we r e s e t t h e our t r i p t o k en s t h a t were used to
# compute / s e t t ime between alarms
i f ( Trip buy == True ) and ( T r i p s e l l==False ) :
Tri buy = False
d f s e l l = d f s e l l . append ( c a l c s e l l , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
e l i f ( Trip buy==False ) and ( T r i p s e l l== True ) :
T r i p s e l l=False
df buy = df buy . append ( calc buy , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
e l i f ( Trip buy==False ) and ( T r i p s e l l== False ) :
df buy = df buy . append ( calc buy , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
d f s e l l = d f s e l l . append ( c a l c s e l l , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
e l i f ( Trip buy==True ) and ( T r i p s e l l== True ) :
Trip buy = False
T r i p s e l l= False
df buy = df buy . append ( calc buy , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
d f s e l l = d f s e l l . append ( c a l c s e l l , i gno r e index=True , s o r t=False )
else :
pass
#ho l d i n g h i s t o r y o f t h e t ime between alarms in a data frame
d f d e ad l i n e s h i s t o r y buy = pd . DataFrame ( dead l i n e buy h i s t o ry )
d f d e a d l i n e s h i s t o r y s e l l = pd . DataFrame ( d e a d l i n e s e l l h i s t o r y )
# wr i t e s e x c e l f i l e s o f o b s e r v ed a larms
wr i t e r = pd . ExcelWriter ( ’ d f buy f l a g g ed no r e s e t . x l sx ’ , eng ine=’ x l s xw r i t e r ’ )
df buy . t o e x c e l ( wr i ter , sheet name=’ Sheet1 ’ )
wr i t e r . save ( )
wr i t e r2 = pd . ExcelWriter ( ’ d f s e l l f l a g g e d n o r e s e t . x l sx ’ , eng ine=’ x l s xw r i t e r ’ )
d f s e l l . t o e x c e l ( wr i ter2 , sheet name=’ Sheet1 ’ )
wr i t e r2 . save ( )
wr i t e r3 = pd . ExcelWriter ( ’ h i s to ry t ime between a la rms . x l sx ’ , eng ine=’ x l s xw r i t e r ’ )
d f d e ad l i n e s h i s t o r y buy . t o e x c e l ( wr i ter3 , sheet name=’ Sheet1 ’ )
d f d e a d l i n e s h i s t o r y s e l l . t o e x c e l ( wr i ter3 , sheet name=’ Sheet2 ’ )
wr i t e r3 . save ( )
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